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NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 22.

NEXT!

REIGNS OVER

STATEHOOD NEARING
END IN THE HOUSE

ALL COUNTRY BOTH

BILL IS ALL READY

EAST AND CENTRAL
Wires Down, Blizzards Prevailing,

No

day

Possible-Wond- erful

STOPS CARS

SLEET STORM BREAKS WIRES AND

Sudded Change Almost Without Parallel in Country's
History, Fall Being Fifty Degrees or
More, in Many Places.
IOWA KNOWS

New York, Jan. 22 Coney Island
Tho mild
came to life yesterday.
weather causod a crowd of 15,000 to
assemble, and a score or more took a
dip in the chilly brine. The board
walk was well filled with people and
many of the resorts were opened.
Fog Stops Traffic.
weather of yesterThe spring-lik- e
day continued today. New York has
being no dense that no craft entered
beln gso dense that no craft entered
or left the harbor. Several liners arrived at Sandy Hook bar but did not
enter. In the upper harbor a few
boats were moving, and the ferry
boats ran Irregularly.
Cant Reach Chicago.
Jan. 22. Telegraphic
New York.
communication with Chicago was cut
off at 9:35 this morning and has not
been resumed. Just before coinmun- Icatton ceased, news was received that
a terrific sleet storm was doing much
damage within a radius of seventy
miles of Chicago. It was also report
ed that the storm was moving

vmm Itmmi

Other News of Importance From the Seat of Government
Is Boiled Down to Convenient Form
For Evening Reading.

AS FAR SOUTH AS
INDIAN TERRITORY.
South McAIester, I. T., Jan. 22.
This part of the territory today is in

the grip of a genuine blizzard. The
storm is the worst in years, and railroad traffic is at a standstill.

ST. LOUIS NOT EXCUSED
FROM GENERAL TROUBLE.
St, Louis, Jan. 22. A blanket
of

sleet two inches thick, covering the
ground this morning, with a tempera
ture at 17 above, and a fine sleep
blowing. Interferes with street traffic
and has badly hampered railroad
Telegraphic communication
traffic.
Wlth Chicago and points east of St.
Louis was very poor this morning
early. At 8 o'clock this morning It
.suddenly ceased, and for three hours
later had not been resumed. At the
CONDITION REPORTED
telegraph office it was stated that
FROM WINDY CITY, communication was
being effected
Chicago, Jan. 22. Chicago is cut off ea8t of nere in a slow, round-aboThe New Executive Delivers Most Appropriate Address The Reception
from news of the world today by a fashion, but that the service is badly
sleet storm which has prostrated wlreB interfered with on account of the
Ball to be Held This Evening.
in every direction. Business has been 8iPtt covering the wires,
curtailed greatly ty the stalling ofi Not until 11 clock was communl-stre- et
car lines all over the city. A!oation established. Then the route to
slng'le wire to Milwaukee Is the only New yorit wag put In operation by Special to The Evening Citizen.
M., Jan. 22. The inSanta Fe,
one working out of Chicago this fore- - wuy 0f Cincinnati. At that, hour
auguration cermonles were simple and
cago still remained isolated.
,
dignified, but very attractive.
The supreme court chambers were
MUCH STOCK DAMAGE
KANSAS CITY GOES
DOWN TO ZERO MARK.!
ALREADY 8UFFERED. crowded, there being present many
Muskeegee. I. T.. Jan. 22. The blir.-h- elegantly attired ladle.
Kansas City. Jan. 22. The storm
shut off telegraph communication zard which commenced here Sunday Governor Otero, the retiring official,
with the east and no news has been morning has grown In fury, and today and Governor Hagerman, the Incom'swept the entire northern half of the ing official, entered together, the for-- !
received up to 10:15.
The snow Is drifting and mer to tho right and the latter to the
Close to zero weather, with high territory.
snow,
light
j
places is four feet deep. Much left.
wind and at some points a
was the weather condition today in damage to stock has already resulted.
Governor Hagerman presented his
At Kan- This is the severest blizzard hero in commission to Chief Justice Mills;
this part of the southwest. registered
years. Trains are blocked and wires promptly at 12 o'clock, noon, when;
sas City tho thermometer
-,
.'
e( ,
12 above and at Dodge City, 2 above. are down.
the oath of office was administered.
Chicago Gets Full Power.
taking the oath of office, the
After
Chicago, Jan. 22. One of the most new governor made a most appropriST. JOSEPH ALSO
GETS BITING TASTE. severe mow, and sleet storms which ate address.
grunt
expressed
Joseph
St,
22.
St. Joseph, Mo., Jau.
thlscity has experienced in years, gratification nt He
splendid "reception.
the
grasp
The
of a blizzard.
has practically isolated Chicago from
Is in the
realized the great difficulty of
ay-.
'.'"'
'9
tf r ::rA ,:':-mercury dropped nearly 50 degrees in the outside world. The storm Is most and
young for the exalted place. 11e(
bflng
is
forty-eigfeared
that severe within a radius of sixty miles. recognized
hours and it
under-would
fully,
but
this
j
service has
Almost nil telegraphic
the fruit crop is badly Injured.
to administer tho executive of-been destroyed. "Electric, elevated take
fire to the best of liU ability. He re
and surface transportation Is about alized
NEBRASKA COMES IN
that the cordiality is not formal,',;
TOO
are
SHARE,
'discontinued
FOR HER
and the cable lines
new. untried ofti-Lincoln, Jan. 22. This is the second operating only with the greatest diffi but is extended to apeople
desired to;
-, culty.
cial,
the
that
and
"In
eastA.
gnle
prevails
season
heavy
morning
of
the
coldest
.and
possible in the manl- em Nebraska. Zero was registered snow and sleet is falling without ces-thi- g help as much as paid
till)-- ,
eloquent
an
fold duties. He
morning at 7 o'clock. '
sation.
ute to President Roosevelt and Secre-- j
tary of the Interior Hitchcock, and:
off!-- ;
bloodshed. A detachment of Infantry said they were among the best tney
found
thai
earth,
on
and
cials
on
a
filed
number of socialists who
SUNDAY
I
smallwere compelling store keepers to gave constant attention to the Mexico
New
especially
to
details,
est
clone their establishments.
and Arizona, and accorded them very
great praise as men and officials fori
DAY OBSERVED ALSO
the conscientious, careful discharge of
AT TORONTO, CANADA. their great duties.
Torouto, Ont., Jan. 22. The SocialOn taking possession of the execu
'
-- '
of this city will pnold a met ling tive, Governor Hagerman announced
Memorial Meetings Held ists
here tonight to commemorate the au- the reappointment of W. P. Tarklng-tonivtrsary of "Bloody Sunday" and to
as adjutant general of New MexThe committee has appointed Jo.e auguration Keception and Ball, Tencollect funds for the Socialistic strlk- - ico and Miss Clara Olsen as hia pri- D. Sena, clerk of the supreme court, dered Herbert H. Hagerman, by Citiin Both This Country
en. in Russia.
vate secretary.
master of the ceremoules, and he will zens of Santa Fe." On the back cover
'
Introduce
all callers to the new exec- is the coat of arms of New Mexico.
TWO HUNDRED UNIONS
Europe.
This Evening.
utive and the receiving party. The Upon the Inside title page of the proOBSERVE IN NEW YORK.
held inauguration ball will start promptly gram is engraved a vignette of GovThe reception an' ball will
New lork, Jan. 22. Nearly
two this evening at the Palace hotel. The at 9:30 o'clock, p. m., the music for ernor Hagerman, which is a very good
labor unions of this city took reception will legln promptly at 8 which will be furnished by Morrison's likeness.
SOCIALISM IS PROMINENT hundred
The reception and ball will be the
part In the parade today, which was o'clock and will last until 8 o'clock. orchestra, assisted by the oodmen
of Albuquerque. Including Pror largest ever given to an executive
held to commemorate "Bloody Bun Sojourners In the city, citizens gener- day," In the evening a big meeting allv and men and women, are Invited Dl Mauro. There are eighteen dances oiriccr In this territory, and Governor
H'jgerman and !arty should feel thin-fdve- s
New York, Boston, Cincinnati, will be held for the purpose of raising to attend the reception and pay their on the program, which is a very
highly honored after tonight's
funds for the Russian revolutionists.
to the new governor, Herbert some and unique souvenir of the oc-J- .
fighting for thoir liberty.
caslon. Engraved on ihe cover Is "In celebration.
Hagerman.
Raise Money For Russian

J.

HAGERMAN INAUGU

RATED GOVERNOR AT NOON TODAY

ut

j

and

j
j

SENATE MATTERS
RECEIVE ATTENTION.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 22. Senator Newlands today concluded his
statement In opposition to the Philippine tariff bill. In- the hearing now
proceeding before the senate committee having charge of this measure.
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the injurious

BREEDERS AND FANCIERS
OF POULTRY AND PETS.
Chicago. III.. Jan. 22. The tenth animal exhibition of the National Fam
ers and Breeders association opened
here today with remarkable success.
It Is admitted that the present exhibition Is the largest and most Interesting ever held by the association.
The entries are more numerous Than
ever before aud the character of th
exhibits far above the ordinary mrer-ag-e
displayed at such shows. The
most prominent breeders and fanciers
of poultry, pigeons, cats and pet stock
are represented in the exhibition. The
list of prizes Is larger than ever and
all classes have been liberally provided for.
Besides poultry, pigeons
and pet animals many kinds of feed.
Incubators, appliances used In Kultry
raising, etc., will be on exhibition dur-lu- g
the week of the show.

Food Laws.

New York, Jan. 22. Booker T.
Washington, Joseph H. Choate, Mark
Twain and Robert C. Ogden will speak
from ttie same platform at a notable
meeting which Is to be held at
hall today, for the purpose of
discussing southern problems.
This Is a memorable year for Mr.
and his great sohool. In
April of this year tie will celebrate the
twenty flf'h anniversary of the founding of Tuskegee Institute, at which
time Seen tary Taft, President Kllot,
Mr Andrew Carnegie aud many other
nor' hern men of distinction will Join
wIMi representative
southern educators in a demonstration at the

To demonatrate

effect a of such impure foods dogs and
other animals will be fed with these
impure foods, showing from day to

Peculiar Exhibition to Incite
Congress to Pure

YORK.

Car-n'gi-

foods.

-

1

DISCUSSING SOUTHERN
PROBLEM IN NEW

ACQUITTED BY COURf.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. Ensign
Charles T. Wade, charged with responsibility for the explosion on the
gunboat Bennington, in San Diego
harbor, California, some months ago,
j
'hat; been acquitted by the court-mar- -

day the. deleterious effects of Btich
diet. The exhibit thown at the St.
I.ouls exposition has been secured
with the dogs shown under the direction of Professor Eugene GIrard.
Congregation of Colored Especial attention will be paid to the
various acids, drugs- and poisonous
dves used for purposes of adulteration.
People Stampe KillThe exhibition la part of a campaign
of the Stewards association for the
purpose of Inducing congress to pa8"
ing Seventeen.
some suitable national pure food laws.
Among the ex'hlblu la a monster petition In favor of pure food legislation,
ECUADOR TROUBLE ENDED which is to le sent to congress. It
weighs about one ton and has been
signed by hundreds of thousands of
citizens In all parts of the country.

and

!

ENSIGN WADE WAS

FROM FIRE CRY

n

BOSTON ADDS PROTEST
Revolution.
ABOUT JEW TREATMENT, CORN GROWERS MEET
ROYALLY
RECEIVED
Hoston, Mass., Jan. 22. Under the
LARGE CORN USERS.
city
of the Socialists of this
BY SOCORRO PEOPLE
LAMUft, nilFS SAMF a"'"""'res
lUKUftlU,
,)e lic,(1 at Fan(M)u ball
meetlnf?
Charleston. 111., Jan. 22. The annual
"Woody
this evening to commemorate
'
'
of the corn growers and
1 Y
Sunday," protest against the slaughter convention
of this state opened today
stockmen
St. PeterMiurg, Jan. 22. The vari- of the Jews In
Evening
Special
Citizen.
to The
Russia and for the pur- at the College of Agriculture or the
ous Nihilistic and Socialistic groups pose of collecting
Socorro, N. M . Jan. 22. Leo
funds for the revoluall over the country celebrated the tionists In Russia. Many fugitives will University of Illinois. Special efforts
I.oewensteln, a brother of Morris
anniversary of "Bloody Sunday" today attend the meeting and home good have been made to make this convenmerchant
Loewenstein,
the
Interesting and Instructive as
as
tion
in a rathtr quiet mauner. Several
prince of this city arrived today
tne posstbk- - to the hundreds of farmers
speakers
were made in the provinces to occasion. have been engaged for
i'h his bride,
from New York
who invariably attend these convencommemorate the day in hostile demand to aay that lie was royally retions. Daily meetings will be held In
onstrations, but in every case the po- PROMINENT SOCIALISTS
celved bv his man v friends here,
which questions of practical Importlice authorities interfered and hostile
goes without sa in. Mr. Iw-- I
ADDRESS MASS MEETING. ance to all farmers aud stock growers
were
suppressed.
demonstrations
4
nsteln was in business in San
SocialO.,
J;ui.
Cincinnati,
22. The
will be discussed. There will also be
Many arrests were made.
Marclal for many years and Is
com- - lectures and demonstrations on varl- Frequent patrols In all the streets ists of this city and vlclnltv will
well known In this county. It Is
of "Bloody ons agricultural topics. J. E. Meath- this morning are marched at wide in - ' ""'mor ate the anniversary
generally understood that he will
Is president
a
m
Point.
wi
Camp
of
uegniuing
eriiiEtnn,
"'""
"bomb
formation."
This
i"
terva's
cast his lot with Socorro now,
ian revolution, by holding a' of the convention and Fred W. I,adae
U on- - indication that today is the an- - tho
where he and his es'linable wife
,
niversary of "lU-- Sunday." Up to 11 masa meeting this evening. Several; of Springfield, secretary. The evhil.i-will receive a hearty welcome.
will ad.lreos the tion of Implements, stock and dairy
Prominent
Socialists
any
of
kind
trouble
no
today
o'clock
It is expected a hand- - pnduots held In connection with the:
meeting
t.
ft
ft ft
and
A
reported.
bad been
some sum will l realized which will convention is of more man ordinary
in
Shoot.
Four Cities to Contend
be sent to the revolutionary committee interest and is attracting considerable
INFLAMMATORY TALKS
in Russia.
attention.
AND MONEY RAISING
Both Silver City. N. M and Douglas.
of.
Ariz., intend to send teams to the
rinse's. Jan. 22. The
DARING AERONAUT BARELY
EXPLOSION ON BOARD
.k etv cele:,r..ted the anniversary of
shoot conducted by tie Detning Gun
which
in
A
by
meetings
BRAZILIAN
ESCAPED.
Sunday"
SHIP. club. January 2S
FATAL INJURY.
SINKS
teams have
"l!lo (!
Ortiiondex.
.Inn
Charlt-made.
Fla..
were
speeches
ipflim-natorwritten to Secretary Shelton of the
The
22.
Brazilian
.Ian.
Hamilton,
revolutionary
aeronaut,
Rio
300
dropjied
feet,
gun club sayina that they hope
Funds for the Russian
was sunk at local
to bo well represented in the contest.
prop a tan
th cui:eiteil at an tne from his aeroplane yesterday, and es- - ' turret ship. Aquii.al.au.
or
Rio
south
raped
fatal
Jacart'pagua.
Injuries
by
Fort
the narrowest
nice,; u s
Whether they wil be able to send
Although Hamilton was in erior. as the result oi an explosion full
teams of five men to the shoot Is
Hon
i
reported
of
that
vhe
not
air
I'
more
IN
on
than three minutes,
not known, but thev will attempt to
3L00D 13 SHtO
only
one
d
pcri.-heollicer
his
and
ftit'ht
was
WARSAW.
crew
considered a great deal the
do so. The Silver
UNFORTUNATE
trophy
ft
present In the hait'N c.t ihe local g'l1
Jar.. 22 The anniversary of a success. The collups was due! was saved.
VV.irh.i
l
power
the
Insufficient
Stto
Fettrsburg,
of h sixtv.
club, is the chief i.ri" for which t
.,r "Red Suui'aS."
mirlrc c-.-r, v. hiih
rike Vo-- p
IO
lead and Copper.
earns will contend, ami every effo
bein oltecved here todsv hr a
' tow
etH
md
Young
aeroplane.
Jan.
York,
Ihe
New
Hamilton
will be exerted to wrest it from tl
lue lactones.
T
ha1.!
urn
banted.
from
by,
Houston.
Texan.
per, quiet and
keeping ,,r ii present holders.
which ha already been marked

were ip

HOUSE CONSIDERS
DEFICIENCY BILL.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 22. In the
house today the urgent deficiency bill
was taken up. District of Columbia-dabeing passed over until next Monday.

PANIC RESULTS

i

hand-respect-

Depf--

m,

j

COMMEMORATED

-

Their 8eats.

nd

Presidential Appointments.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. Th
president today sent the following
nominations to the senate: Ambassadors Luke E. Wright, of Tennessee
to Japan; David E. Thompson,' of
Nebraska, to Mexico; Lloyd C. Qrta-coof Pennsylvania, to Brazil. For
governor general of the Philippines,
Henry Clay Ide, vice Governor Jaciee
F. Smith. Assistant Attorney General
Joshua Van Orsdel, of Wyoming;.

-

1

6?

In

Piatt

ADULTERATED

FOOD FED TO DOGS

Philadelphia,
Pa., Jan. 22. There
were no additional deaths during the
night an the result of the panic In St.
Paul's colored Baptist church. The
number of dead reKrted today Is seventeen. The two score of injured
have, with the exception of four persons, returned to their homes.
The panic was caused by the cry of
fire ami the congregation trampled
one another to death In frantic efforts
to leave the church. The fire wag extinguished before the firemen could

arrive.

At the meeting
wi'.l preside. Mark

tonUht Mr. Choate
Twain, whose early
life was spi nt on the lower Mlssls-s-lppwill speak as a southerner and
will speak of the need of
Mr
s
institute. A chorus of
frnm i lie Hampton Institute will
veral chorus numbers.
c iiit i i'.'i'e

MEMORY OF QUEEN

VICTORIA'S DEATH.
23. Today being
of the death of Queen VicWashington, D. C, Jan. 22. The
state department has received a brief toria, who died January 22. I!t02. a
cable from Guaryaquil, Ecuador, an- memorial service for the late queen
nouncing the surrender of Guayaquil, was held at The Frogniore mausoleum
and saying that the situation there Is tmlav. Oean Eliot conducted the service in the Iire.enen rf.f ttit Ltn.t nrt
quiet.
queen and other members of the royal
DOGS DIE FROM
MOB HANGS A NEGRO
EATING IMPURE FOOD. family. The musical parts of the
RAPIST IN KENTUCKY.
were under the direction of Sir
Hoj.l ir.sville. Ky., Jan. 22. A mob
Philadelphia. Pa., .Ian. 22. One of Waller Parratt and with the assist
Sunday morning.
of :;ihi men early
a negro, from 1a i r)H tno.-- Interesting and peculiar ex- - ance of the clerk and choristers of St.
tok i::te-n- ! BaKer,
V
Vfs.- - tiranf
MmA
V" George's chapel. After the service the
V
Shv .1 V"'"'" .
ami ham:.-.
iu- - V'.n.: and mirnn f.d r'."'t o' h rpem- i,
tin i
maul ii
p. KewioMs street. Sprim-'iehldr Tiiatiouui
association, hers of the rival family returned to
Stewards
r"gurn it one or iu- - so
II
ijyu h was upeiied today at Hortieul- - ;the castle.
The mausoleum ns oten
or Housekeeping
Milute n'
principal object ef the all afternoon to visitors who had been
i
. al hall.
iiie
hy
l
druggist,
25c.
a"
fi.i?ranu
hition U to show in the public fortunate enough to obtain tickets of
'at dangers therw are iu Impure admission.
ECUADOR

i.

IS MUCH
LIKE SANTO

London. Jan.

DOMINGO.

stu-(i.nt-

.

I

cere-tnon-

f

t

I

,

t

I

V

til.-.-

"

cj

P

:

s

Mn

for some time. Both were Riven
warm welcome and were heartily congratulated upon their appearance of
good health.
- Burton's Cass Advanced.
In the supreme court of the United
States motion was made for an advancement of the bearing In Senator
Burton's case. The motion was made
by Solicitor General Hoyt, and conCa.lyde, for
curred In by
Burton.

i hands
of the provincial government
ATHLETIC MONEY. received the body which was brought
Leemlnster, Mass., Jan. 22. The big ashore In a launch. The body was
athletic fair, arranged by the Leemln- taken to the Municipal building, where
ster Athletic association opens here! It will lay in Btate until tomorrow. A
today and judging from the number of reception will be tendered to the offentries il will be a highly Interesting! icers' of the Dominion this evening.
evi'lit. The proceeds of the fair ar!
intended to defiay the fcig athletic, GERMAN 8CHOOL-SHIVISITS GALVESTON.
contests during the comins summer, j
Oulvejstrn, Texas.- Jan.
22. The
"Stosch," a schoolshlp of the Gorman
BODY RETURNED OF,
CANADIAN MINISTER. navy, arrived here this morning and
Halifax, N. S., J:in. 22. The British was received with considerable enbattleship Dominion, carrying the body' thusiasm. A national salute was fired
t;f Mr. Prefontaine, the Canadian min- from the whore battery and the ships
ister of marine and fisheries, who died in tho hnrbor wore their holiday attire
while on a vUit in France, arrived of flags and bunting. The shin will
here today end w,as received by the remain here a week and a number of
authorities with Impressive thanors. social .functions have been arranged
All flags wore at half mast when the In honor of the officers and cadets of
battleship arrived In the harbor. The the German ship.

1

BLOODY

Senator

FAIR

jf"

i.."i

!

j

their seats when the senate convened
today, the first appearance of either

Special to The Cltlaen.
Washington, Jan. 22. On motion of
Delegate Andrews, former Delegate U.
8. Rodey was requested to address
the house committee on . territories.
For three hours Saturday, he chained
the attention of the committee and
stirred up the Arizona animals to the
points he made that they did not
not drive him from the three principal
point he made that they did not
represent the people of Arizona, that
they were acting entirely in the Interests of Arizona corporations as was
seen from the fact that they were
unwilling to submit the question to
the people of Arizona, and that the
merger of the two territories into one
state Is tho greatest blessing each
can receive.
The committee will report the bill
on Tuesday, and the rule will be offered on Wednesday, limiting the debate to forty minutes.
The Insurgents claim a majority of
ten, while the organization claims a
majority of fifteen.
The war department has requested
that the rules of the war department
be extended over the Fort Bayard
reservation to prevent drunkenness
within the fort and the reservation.
Secretary Raynolds and Receiver
Van Patten will lie confirmed.

i

Chi-noo-

to Only Forty

AND VAN PATTEN TO BE CONFIRMED

RAYNOLDS

HOW IT

HON. HERBERT

Will Be Limited

Minutes in Duration.

FEELS WHEN MERCURY DROPS
Deg Moines, Jan. 22. From 45 degrees above zero, one of the wannest
days in January in history, the mercury dropped to zero alj over the
state.

.

Reported Tomorrow and Debate Wednes

Will Be

Communi-

Change From Yesterday, Which Was Phenominally Warm.

cation

NUMBER 3.J

1!MK.

v

y

ALHUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN

AGE TWO.

To Get More Strength
from Your Food

TUE EVENING CITIZEN
Uy

Tkt
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t

Clilxcn Publishing Company

It needs only one Cascaret
to stimulate all the Bowel-Muscl-

of people are starving with
full tomach.
You know, It's not how much
Est, but how we Digest that

Ppr

Mailed

u4 City

AmalaM

fim

f Bernalillo County
f Albuquerque.
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Colorado ir.

makes us Strong, or Brainy, or Successful.
When the Bowels are filled with undigested food we may be a great deal
worse off than if we were half starved lor
want of Food.
"
Because, food that stays too long in the
Bowels decays there. Just as if It stayed
too long in the open air,

DONE IN CONGRESS
Try to

Influences

Railway

Thwart President and
Sully Reputation.

POPULAR

hWANT

COLUMNS

at a time

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

BANK

"

"

Her you'll find
what you've been
looking

for.

One cent per word, each

Make your wants
known tnrougn
these columns.

In-

sertion.
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

15c.

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
jExecmive)t(Positlon) (Clerical) Money
Co Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

One Cascaret at a time will properly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue,
thuSprovlng clearly Its reaJy, steady,
sure, but mild and effective action,
A coming Headache can be warded off,
in short order, by a single Cascaret, and
the cause removed.
s
Heartburn,
in the throat, and Colicky feeling aresure
signs of Bowel trouble from food poifons,
and should be dealt with promptly.
One Cascaret will stop the coming
trouble, move on the Bowel load, and free
the Digestive Juices, if that one Cascaret
is taken as soon as the first signs are
noticed.

We Wflnt niftl Immwtlmeljr to fill hundreds of
i"l MilMinan poi"
Ticojtlve, Clerical. 1
Etona, pupil. K loin ll.OUIl t.) R.UHI a yrar. if jrno
r a lii)fh crnilr man wrlle for Nx'kli-- t and state Ui
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Montezuma Trait Co.
1
ALBUQUERQUE,

six-mi-

Well, when food decays In the Bowels,
through delayed and overdue action, what
happens?
The millions of little Suction Pumps
that line- - the Ho vels and Intestines then
draw Poison from the decayed Food,
Instead of the Nourishmeiit they were
intended to draw.
This Poison gets into the blood and.
In time, spreads all over the body, unless
the Cause of Constipation is promptly
removed.
That Cause of Constipation is Weak,
or Lazy, Bowel Muscles.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

$100000

V

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

p

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REfr e. af. af.
af.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
Broktrt
Brain
Hapgood
(Inc.).
as
$200.00. Loaus are quickly made
'
a
017 Chemical Building, St. Louis
One
Time:
and strictly private.
one year given. Goods refrechnIcaT)CPo',lon")1,rn"tn) month Into your
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
possession. Our rates
main
beare reasonable. Call and see us
WANTEtt
lore Borrowing.
WANTED Clean rags. inquire
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
The Citizen office.
Steamship tickets to and from til
woman
parts of the world.
WANTED Reliable man or
a
to travel for manufacturing conRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Specialty line. Permanent
cern.
315 West Railroad Are.
grow flabby
When your
Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket
employment. Chance for advancePRIVATE OFFICES.
they need Exercise to strengthen them
Open Evenings
ment. Salary, $18 jier week and
Cascaret Box with you constantly.
,
"
them.
not Physic" to pamper
expenses. Expenses advanced. F.
All Druggists
sell them over ten
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Responsible
Reliable
H. Cornwall, Albuquerque. N. M.
There's only one kind of Artificial million boxes a year, for six years past.
REAL
I
ESTATE.
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.
Exercise for the
Be very careful to get the genuine,
WANTED TO RENT One or two
Its name is "CASCARETS," and Its
rooms, permanently, furnished for
made only by the Sterling Remedy Comprice is Ten Cents a box.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
housekeeping; must be reasonable.
In
Every
bulk.
never
sold
and
pany
like
act
Cascarets
Address E. M. II., Citizen office.
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. anri Casnlsr
stamped
tablet
"CCC."
Muscles of the Bowels, and make them
woman) cook
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
WANTED A goon
stronger every time they force these
Rent.
for
Houses
Several
wants position. Address A. M. A.,
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blaekwell
George Arnot
Muscles to act naturally.
O. E. Cromwell
this office.
The stronger these Muscles propel the
WANTED Position as clerk by man
food, the stronger does the friction of the
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
TO OUR. FRIENDS!
Apply
ITWe FREE
of five years' experience.
food act on the flow of Digestive Juices.
want to tend to oar Mends a beautiful
street.
North
Walter
19
BOX,
BONBON
GOLD
PLATED
CO.,
PORTERHELD
The more of these Juices that act on
in colors, it It a braoty for the
110 W. Gold.
food, the 'more Nutriment does that food dreuinc table. Ten cents in stamps U asked at a WANTED A live apprentice boy. to
Hudlearn the painters' trade. See
measure of rood faith and to cover cos tot Cascarets,
turn Into, and the richer nourishment do
whlchthltdalnty
son, the SoutJi Second Btreet painter.
717
trinket It loaded.
wtth
the little Suction Pumps of the Intestines
Send
nwntioninc thit paper. Address
Gentlemen seconu-nanSterling Kerned Company. Chicago or Hew York. WANTED
draw out of it.
clothing. No. 515 South First street
Keep Your ENye on This Space,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
from the committee on rules will im- deep and unbearable gloom over the
ALBUQTJBRQTJS, N. IL
mediately move that after a debate on camp where abide the Interests op- WANTED Experienced girl to 3o
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
f'att posed to railroad rate legislation and cooking and assist in house work.
the rule of, say twenty minutes,coiiRld-eroother corrective measures advocated
DENTISTS.
the previous question shall be
Small family, good wages. Refer
nnlpreil. That nrevloiis nueS- - by the president. In fact, it would not
Officers aa Darextota,
ences required. Call at resldenoe,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
s. raynold
jokk:;a
tlon Ib the club with which rhs rar be too much to say that these interW. S. Strickler, 1005 West Railroad
Dental Surgeon.
M. W. Kl.OUKNOY
tlonal house of representatives Is gov- ests could endure with something apavenue.
.... "r
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Fit A NK MoKKW
erned. If the house votes to order the proaching equanimity an open rupture
MALE HELP WANTED.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
R. A. KHOST
nrevlona nnpRtion there will be no between Mr. Roosevelt ad the repub1HREE YOUNG MEN to prepare for Both 'phones. Appointments made by
H. T. RAYNOLDt
chance to change the rule; It will have lican majority In congress.
.Ma
desirable iKwdtlons in Government mall.
It is not yet apparent, however, that
to be accepted or rejected. If the rule
Service, Good salary. Fine oppor
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Ir nerenterl as renorted. there will not. the .railroad rate situation has been
O.
DEPOSITORY.
liTEfjET
t unity for promotion. Address U. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
The country exof course, be an opportunity to amend seriously affected.
p.
Citizen.
m.,
m.;
12:30
1:30
pects
a.
hours,
legislation,
8:30
to
sncli
congress
is
and
rejeeieu
is
it
the statehood bin. it
Anthomd Capital
p. m. to 5 p, m. Telep'none 462. Ap
ontlretv stntehonil will be dead. The committed to it. The measure adAGENTS WANTED.
Paid Up Capital. Snrplua and Proflta
by
polntments
mail.
made
by
pass
the
will
president
$16,M4
vocated
down
not
vote
the
to
is
way round this
AGENTS make t daily selling the
In
the
form
which
he
l
In
desires,
but,
on
rule,
nai
the
previous question
LAWYERS.
perfect
most
cheapest
Water
and
Depository for Atchison. Topeka
Santa Fa Railway Ooanpaay
would give opportunity to amend the then, there never has been any chance
Filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
Rodey,
Bernard
8.
rule so as to permit the offering of that it would. A bill will be passed
,
Big
Sen
territory.
profit.
Exclusive
ATTORNEY-AT-LAand it will contain just, such degree of
Albuquerue
amendments to the statehood bill.
eca Hlter Co., Seneca, Mo.
relief as the senate thinks will satisfy
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Here Is where the twenty-fivpeople,
are
no
more.
the
they
If
and
business pertaining to the profession
insurgents come In.
JOR
willing to fight as far as the insurFORREN T Alfalfa an d t rti clT ra nc h Will practice in all courts of the terriO. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier. 0
Doings.
Ring's
Railroad
amend
can
gent leaders represent, they
for rrttt; one hour's drive from tory and before the United State
Throwing
rocks
at
administrathe
opportunity
town. Address William A. Brown, land office.
the rule, thus securing
appears to be the most popular
Alameda.
for a separate vote on Oklahoma and tion
Ira M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Indian Territ lry and New Mexico and form of diversion for senators ami rep- FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
now.
resentatives
The
Just
Panama
Arizona.
single and en suite. Call 519 W. N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Domingo
Santo
Morocco
canal.
and
are
situaShould this come to pnss. Iho
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
a few of the things the senate loves
tion would be clear. Oklahoma and to
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, letter patents, trade marks, claims.
about,
w'hlle
talk
a
has
there
been
Indian Territory would be admitted
with steam heat. Grant building,
R. W. D. Bryan.
deal of discussion this week of
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWas one state, and New Mexico and great
Albuquef
Railroad avenue. Jnqulre
of
Representative
New Mexico
speech
I.lttleheld's
at
Arizona would have to wait until some Albany,
que, N. M. Office, First National
at room B.
night.
ou
In
Tuesday
which
other year.
cot-abuilding.
Bank
FOR RENT Nicely mrnished
There Is very strong reason to he declared that enlarged powers for
Cae-i,a- l
flats, two and three rooms, $10
E. W. Dobson.
$100,000.00
doubt, however, if the stalwart leaders the president were not voted In 1904
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWNorris,
Mrs.
per
$15
and
Crom
Office
month.
and
"the
assertion
that
that extreme
Surplus
and
ever will allow such a situation to or
Profits
Undivided
15,000.00
524 John street, east end of viaduct. well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
extra constitutional executive ac.Arise.
It would be a public and deention
"overwhelming
an
received
Stingle.
H.
John
FOR SALE
cisive defeat, and would demoralize
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWby the people' In that cam- FOR SALE Horse
xSuite 16. N
the house organization. It would he dorsement
and saddle, cheap.
paign
proceeds
misan
T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
from
entire
1023 North Fourth street
less humiliating, though equally a de- conception
The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upen 6
N. 11.
of the facts."
feat, to refrain from bringing In any
RENT
OR TRADE ust your
SELL.
Mr.
tane
Albany
UttleBold
at
basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- said what
statehood rule at all. It is true that
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
ARCHITECTS.
good many republican memler8
Walling
O.
this would encourage future insurrec- ahave
V.
Spencer
Broadway.
W.
9
F.
and
ment.
Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.
South
building
tions, but not to the extent that an ever been longing to put. Into words FOR SALE Horse, buggy, harness ford, rooms
Barnett
congress
since the session of
open defeat would do.
and auto. Phone 747; 1010 North Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
convened. Candor compells the stateOOl
Second street.
ment
just
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
that
at this time Mr. RooseCame in Slyly.
busigood
congress,
A
SALE
velt's
TRADE
FOR
OR
influence
whatwith
The Hon. llinirer Hermann. Oregon's
A. L. Morgan.
ness for city property. T. L.
indicted representative in the. lower 'ever the measure of that Influence
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC- U "OLD RRLIABLE"
S00 South Broadway.
may
not
be.
arisen
from his ersonal
ESTABLISHED 1871
house of oongress, will git his salary,
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
and incidentally, file big fat slice of popularity with senators nnd reprp-- i FOR SALE Indian trading post ; cheerfully furnished;
solicjob
work
good
mileage 'hat lalls to statesmen who sentatives. nor from their confidence
location and a paying business.
724; shop at
In his ability as a statesman.
f
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad-wav- . ited. Automatic phone,
Mr.
Pacific coast.
reside on tile
j
JU North Second street, Albuquer
It had not been expected that Mr. Roosevelt's Influence with congress
que, N. M.
Hermann would present himsilf to arises almost solely from the fact that FOR SALE A hanasome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
PHYSICIANS.
take the ca:h. and it was nulled off senators and representatives know he
new, at a bargain.
ho quietly that not half a dozen mem- lis popular with the great mass of the
For particupeople
L.
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
A.
and that the people nnvo conlars, call at this office.
bers knew he had been on the floor.
Grain
Physician and Surgeon at
Homeopathic
"
On Monday afternoon there came nuenee in him.
inyou
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are
over
building,
23,
Whiting
Huom
Tliere has been increasing evidence
a lull in the Philippine tariff debate,
terested In mines? I have some
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Grocerlew
Vann's drug store. Automatic
while members crowded around to ever since congress convened that resaid
to be good deals. Talk with
in the South west.
telephone, 410.
publican
members are becoming Imcongratulate a speaker who had just
300
Broadme.
McSpadden,
T.
S.
L.
OR. R. L. HUST,
concluded. Mr. Hermann slipped quiet- patient, and 'even resentful at what
way.
ly in inroiigh the rear door which they term the president's Interference FOR SALE $23,000 ranch at a
FARM AND
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
leads from the speaker's lobby. In- with legislative functions. They praise
will
property
small
in
take
with
him
treated
In
Tuberculosis
public speeches, and criticise
stead of standing in the conspicuous
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
Electrical Current and GerALBUQUERUE. N. M.
place where members ordinarily are him In the cloak rooms.
e
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 micide. Treatments given each day
sworn, he stopped at one side of the
Broadway.
South
nurse
p.
8
4
a.
Trained
ni.
to
from
in.
After the Pork Barrel.
speaker's stand, raised his right hand,
In tiie meantime, a great
many FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in in attendance. Both 'phones
assumed the oath, and slipped as
residence on the best
hungry .statesmen are casting longing
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
quietly out again.
I
street in the city: will rent for $45
It, is not anticipated
tlutt Mr. Her- i glances toward the safety vault in
leaving
owner
town.
mouth;
L
F.
limited to diseases of the
Practice
mann will a: tempt m participate in which "Uncle Joe" has locked up the
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
the proceedings of the house, or thnl piirk barrel. The speaker lias a fierce FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
ho will even attend he sessions. Hut "mail" on and swears by all the saints
reieil,
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
shotgun; bran new
by taking the oath he lia.-- oualifHd to that If he can't have a statehood bill.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
never has been used; one of th Telephones:
draw his salary, mlleBge and other per- he members can have no pork. There
bet makes. Call at The Citizen of
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
are constituencies that want public
quisites (;f a congressman.
flee for particulars.
I'ndeit the coni-- t it ut ion, Mr. Her- buildings and these constituencies, as
at Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
mann could evade trial during the re- la rule, don't care a linker's ilnm how i'Olt SAI.K A biirnain, if sold
and Throat.
once, one
house, wltti bath
states arc admitted to the union,
mainder of tlie session of congress, ,nmny
cenieiii walks; furnished or unfur OcculUt and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
now that he lius In en sworn in, but i It is nard enough on the insurgents,
lines.
Office, 313',i West Railroad
It is tell times worso
uisheil
Electric lights or gas. Ad avenue.
for members
it is not believed he Intends to take but
who are standing by Hie speaker. The
dress. A. T this office.
advantage of this, as it would avail iiiMiigents
to 12 a. in. and 1.30 to 5
can tell t'he folks at home FOR S LE 1,000-acrj
rauch, plenty of I. Hour:
ti in nothing iu the end.
in.
thai tiny were fighting torn principle
wad r, 0 cows, 2 good horses, liar- - the overthrow of the tyrannical ness and wagon:
UNDERTAKER.
house, barn.
Can't Face the People.
It Is true that Mr. Roosevelt has lions,, inner circle. TJiat will be pop-- '
etc.. $;i,(iuo. X. Peach & Co., real Auto,
'phone
Colo. Rod 115.
316.
some loyal and devoted uilmirers in ular in most districts, because the im- esiu.e dealers, 20SM: West Gold'
A. BORDERS,
congress, but it Is not a reckless state- prt ssion is pretty general that the
avenue.
Undertaker.
ment to say that even in the repub speaker and his immediate lieutenants P()R SAI.K One coiner lot. contain-?ityClub
Building. Illack
lican ranks they are in a very decided have dliirelv too much to sav and the
ing two
cottages; i
frame
hearse, $.V.
white
and
rt
lw.tt.
minority. There Is no attempt here average congressman entirely too Uu .lllTIJI,
"I'M, ll'lll 111 m M ,1 .j,,
to say whether the fault lies wlrh thr tile about affairs of state.
ASSAYERS.
good shade: electric light and fuel
Wnat can iho stalwsrt tell the votpresident or with the congress. I am
You deposit the cost of the healer, $L'. You have
-- as
Address,
T. A.
mi premises.
tbe use of the
CORBET & COLLINS,
merely staling a fact that Is known ers who clamored for a postofflce?
this office.
heater
until the 15th or May; return the heater mi or before that
to everyone familiar with the political He can't say to them that he sacri- FOR" SALE liottf, European" plan; Civil and Mining Engineers. United
(Into aud the $2 & yours again
Ask about it ;it Fourta street and
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
situation us It is today in Washing-Ion- . ficed their Interests for the sole
io!d avenue. Tlie Has Man.
20 rooms, newly furnished in new
ASSAYERS.
reputaof perpetuating boss rule In the
Men who have
building; best location lu city; a East side of Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
If he starts
tions as sound and conservative states- house of representatives.
line business ."oposltioii.
Reason
"
man have not hesitjied to say In priv- lu to explain to Vermont ers, or
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Ugh! and Power Co.
LAND MATTERS.
for selling, poor
health. Address,
or Indianians the merits
ate that only the knowledge of Mr.
F.J., this office.
H. W. 8. Otero,
popularity of the Joint, statehood bill, he will be
tremendous
Roosevelt's
businessexchangeV
United States Court Commissioner.
with the people prevents the senate still explaining when some other fel703 West Silver aveuue.
Will attend
TO" EXCHANGE
I have"propprtyn
from parsing wliat would amount to a low takes his seat In congress.
Missouri, Kansas, to matters before the land office.
resolution to censure because of the
Iowa,
Illinois.
FILL
administration's course in consenting
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
MERCHANT TAILORING
BEAUTY CULTURE.
participroperty.
that the United S'tes should
Mhiuinerque
Talk witn
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
pate in the Moroccan conference.
ne. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
deappears
very
a
There
marked
Urnadivav.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMtermination that the vast extent et
Late of New York city. The latest
I have some ranches
At Consistent Pric
TO EXCHANGE
BINI. PROPRIETOR
203 W. Railroad
j
power voted the president
the
to trade for city property. T. I scientific appliance and up to date
spooner act for constructing the Isth
hair,
face
methods tor treating the
My merchant tailoring stiou Is upMcSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
mian canal will be curtailed, and that btairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- MoSPADDKN The exchange mail! and sculp. Complexion steaming and
shamioo-ing- .
congress itself will assume the burden. nue, where
solicit the patronage of
See him for business exchanges. bleaching; manicuring and
water
.1.
It would not require a very if,?'?'- ...?p. nuJiiic. . All work guaranteed first
automatic
Electrolytic
300 South Broadway.
massage. 614 West. Gold avenue.
stretch of the Imagination to coo'rut' class, as I have han'ift .'ten- -, vears' ex
AND CH ICA QO LUMBER
LOST.
ibis into a rebuke to the ail air r a perlence in the business. Suits TiTa'
Auto phone 279.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAPEfT Alwavi
lion, though tiie otllclal atlltu . 0f to older. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
HUILDINQ
PAINT
Tlie uiirtv who picked up the ,huhVOCAL INSTRUCTION.
Covers more, looks best, wears
c tigress is thai it is not right to ia,.(J repaired.
lace handkerchief the night of the
The specific I use will not
p,M1,rblmB- longest, most ecouomlcal. full 8,0rk'
so heavy a burden upon the sliou1(.rs injure the cloth.
:!ih ut the Elks' opera house is know n
Ladies' garments
MRS. W. H. MILLS.
measure.
of the executive.
Paint. Oiass. Sash Doors, etc
ml If the handkerchief is returned to
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Vocal Instruction and voice, buildThis situation, It will be readi!
. to .ir.lcr
fl'he Citien office by
r bov ing a specialty.
'
Studio, 112 South
tiive me a trial.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M
dt rstood. ib nor calculated to e. a
hio our st Ions will he asked
O. BAMBINII'ifth street. Automatic phone. Til.
Bowel-Muscl-

HOW THINGS ARE

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

enough,
without purging, discomfort or loss of
nutrition.
So, If you want the same natural
walk In the country
action that a
would give you, (without the weariness)
take pne Cascaret at a time, with intervals
between, till you reach t.'ie exact condition you desire,
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POPULARITY WITH

PEOPLE

y,

Considerable

Discussion of Joint

Matchood Conditions by

v

Correspondent
Washington, Jan. 22. Speaker Cannon and bis stalwart followers on the
wtatehood question profess to be mueh
"mnforted by the manner In which
tb I"hlllpplne tariff bill was passed
this week. The beet sugar and tobacco insurgents made, a lot of noise
and discharged a lot of ammunition,
foot their aitack. were confined to outposts or to
firing at the
main works.
When the democrats
"ouRht to have them join in a hand-to- hand struggle with iho bnuse organ-satiothe insurgents hesitated and
were lost. They ran up the wtilte Aug
in token of surrender and went over
bodily to the camp of the enemy. Not
a. republican voted for Champ Clark's
proposition to strike off the sugar
e

aTinVrentlal.

Two Insurgent Bodies.
Victory on the Philippine tariff bill.
say the speakers adherents, fore'
shadows victory on statehood.' The
sugar insurrection and
. tobacco-bee- t
the statehood insurrection overlapped
at many places, and the alignment was
so nearly parallel that It was hard to
distinguish w"iiere one left off and the
other began, ft has been the general
understanding that a considerable
part of the tariff insurrection strength
caine from members opposed to the
rtatchood bill who had no particular
objection to the tariff bill, and that
on the other hand, many of the rebels
camp were there
in the
because fhev disliked the Philippine
tariff bill. In other words, that two
distinct bodies of insurrectionists had
Joined forces In order J to augment
d

'
their strength.
If this he true In any' large degree,
then the jubilation In the speaker's
camp has a good foundation. The
natural expectation would he that the

crumble
fttatchood insurrection
when the test comes. Just as the tariff
.insurrection did on Tuesday. A number of .ver vociferous opponents of
statehood voted with the faouse organ-ixatioto force through the tariff bill.
f
"Will the
men uow numcamp, debered In the
sert as a measure of retaliation? The
speaker and his lieutenants say they
will. The leaders of the
revolt and say they will not. The
outsider can pay his money and take
hit .choice.
will

anti-tarif-

d

d

How th

d
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The State National Bank
Albuquerque,
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WHOLESALE
Flour,

of

it

will provide for so nifMiy hou.a
debate an I that at I hi- - txpiratU.) ,oi
this time the vote shall be iaken.
"without intervening motion." That
it the house way of shutting off oppor-tnnltfor the offering of amendment,.
Whoever presents this reso'mior.
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WORKS WITHOUT FAITH.
Faith Came After the Works
Laid the Foundation.

Had

six-roo-

Stale belle talks ihns about

"While a coffee drinker I was u sufindigestion anil Intensely
painful nervous headaches from childhood.
"Seven years ago my health gave
out entirely. I grew so weak that the.
xcrtUm of walking if only a few feet,
made It necessary for mo to lie down.
My friends thought that
was marked
for consumption weak, thin and pale.
"I realized the. danger I was lu and
tried faithfully to get relief from
medicines, till at last, after having employed all kinds of drugs, the doctor
acknowledged that ho did not believe
it was iu his power to cure nie.
"While in this condition a friend
i
me to quit coffee and try
Food Coffee, aud I did so witn- out the least hope that it would do
me any good. I did not liko it at first,
but w"lien it was properly made, I
fonnd it was a most delicious and re
freshing beverage. I am especially
fond of It served at. dinner,
with cream.
"In a month's time 1 began to Ini
prove, and in a few wee ks my indigestion cejied to trouble me, and my
hoadache stopped entirely. I am so
ierfuctly well now that I do not look
like the same person, and I have so
I
am fifteen
KJtLned lu flesh that
liouiidH heavier than ever before.
"Tula is what Postum has done for
I still use it and shall always
do tto." Name given by I'ostuni Co..
llaltle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason. Ida. I (be little
book, "The Itoad to Wellvllle.' lu
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AUTOMOBILE MEET
Toiring Car Races Have Been
Eleminwed With a
Sinrfe Exception.
HICH

PiWERS ARE PRESENT

f
(Kit

Drivcrs'Are Gathered

to Take a Part in
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ACT

1

Block
15 14 13 12

Granite

1.

Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3, 4 and 5, each
Lot 15
Lot 14
Lot 10, 11, 12 and 13, each

10

:JUST PLATTED:

Opportunity strikes ataman's
door but seldom this is your
opportnity.
Only 65 Lots t Sell and 130

the Races.

PAGE THREE.

Ave.

$5 per Month

Lota 2 and 11, each
1t9
Lot 7
tm
Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10, each.. MS
215 Lots 13 and 24, each
235
190 Lots 14 and
2TO
each
165 Lot 18
275
s200 L.ots 15, 16," 17, 19, 20, 21 and 22,
175
each
190
150

Block 4.

Block 2.

Lot
$23
I
2 3 4 5 6
Daitona, Fla., Jan. 22. Never were
Lot 1
$200 Lot 10
210
the etpectatlons of the thousands who
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9,
Lot
2
Lots
175
congiegated here to witness the great
U
Lots 3, 4, 6, 6, 7 and 8, each.,.. 150
,...to'l90
each
trials of speed between the swiftest
autoriobiles of the world pitched
Lot 19
225
0:
higher than now, at the opening ot
w
Lot 18
200
the famous Orniond-Daytonbeach
I
Lota 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17,
3
autoooblle races. Several thousand
175 Lot i
each
autoirobillsts from all parts of the
$200
world are here, besides several thousLot 2
200
and vho are not automobltists but
3
Lot
200
greaty Interested In tbe fine sport
18 17 16 15 14 13 12
which the races promise. The races
Lot 1 and 12, each
$215
m
are fceld. as in former years, under
the aispicea of the Florida East Coast
Automobile association and they promise to surpass all previous race meetings In the breaking of records.
a'
Thpre are 1n all twenty-tw- o
entries
10
by individuals, with a total entry of
meetevents
of
166 for the various
the
ing. The touring car races which figwill fill
following
mail
ured hi last winters tournamnet. have
of
been eliminated with the exception
in
office,
will
one single event. It was the opinion
who attended the races last
of ma-nJanuary that the running of stocK cat
four)
(not
p. m.,
races was uninteresting, and that the
big powered racing machines furnished
1st,
else
much more excitement. The Florida
23
20 19 IS 17 16 15
13
Automobile association gave due consideration to the wishes of the car
1.
patrons and eliminated nil but one of
the touring car races.
In horsepower the entries this year
fihow an Increase of more than 25 per
cent, and for the first time In the hisx
tory of automobile racing two cars,
10
one of 250 and the other of 200 horsepower will be seen In competition. Of
these the 250 horsepower car Is attracting the greatest interest, as it
was built in this country and was ordered specially for this race meeting
by Alfred O. Vandel'.illt. The machine
is a wonderful piece of mechanical
art and will be piloted by Paul Sartorl.
one of the most famous chauffeurs In
the world. The 200 horsepower car is
a Barracq and will be driven by
famous racing chauffeur,
who won the last Vanderbilt cup race.
Another car which Is attracting considerable interest and which Is likely
to be prominent In t'he races is the
105 horsepower machine entered by
'
SOUTH SECOND
D, B. K. SELLERS, Agent
Henry Ford. It is a singular fact that J
J
the foreign machines are in the majority among the entries. Most of the
American racing enthusiasts who will
be represented In the various race3.
have pinned their faith to machines of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
CO N CONTEST FOR
foreign make.
6G2.)
(Small
(Small
1054.)
Holding
No.
No.
(Small
Holding
falling
is
(Small
Holding Claim No. 1601.)
quite a
Claim
There
Holding Claim No. 445.)
Claim
cff In the
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
BERNALILLO STUDENTS
s
Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, Unite
number of amateur drivers, which is
Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
M.,
quite natural considering the dangers
Office,
Fe,
N.
Land
Office,
States
Santa
States Land
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Santa Fe, N. M., States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
STROUP HAS
,
January 17, 1906.
January 9, 1906.
December 20, 1905.
connected with the tremendous speed SUPERINTENDENT
January 8, 1906.
f
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
UNIQUE
AFFAIR
PLANNED
folhereby
given
Is
Notice
that the
Notice Is hereby given that tee fol
of the automobiles. It requires a thor
Notice Is hereby given that the folNotice is hereby given that the folNotice la hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant bus filed no- lowing
TRIP TOMOUNTAIN8.
lowing
ough knowledge of the machines, an
lowing
named claimant has filed nonamed claimant has filed no
named claimant has filed nolowing-nameclaimant has rued
tice of His intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final- - "ce of his Intention to make final tice of his Intention, to make final
iron nerve and a cool head to guide a
Superintendent
Schools
of
final
to
make
his
Intention
tice
of
In
proof
support
proof
his
of
under
claim
safety
proof
in support of bis claim under
in support of his claim under
machine with
at a clln of one
planned a unique contest proof in support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in support of his claim under
or more miles a minute. William K. Stroup 'ha
16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17. of the act of March
sections
16
17
of
sections
and
the
March
of
act
twenty-sisr
school districts in sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Vanderbilt, Jr., p. R. Thomas and Wil for the
1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3. 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amend
county. Only boys under 3, 1891 (26 Stats., S54), as amended by the net of February 21, 1893 (27 3. 18H1. (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3,
liam Wallace, whose driving aroused Bernalillo
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 11, 189J, (27
17 years of age are ?b compete.' The by tue act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will States., 470), and that said proof will states., 47(1). and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
muc'n interest last year, will not be conditions are that every competitor stats., 470),
and that said proof will be made before United States com- be
seen at the wheel this year. In the
made before the United States be made before the United Spates be made before the United State
fall,
t
corn. In the
be made before U. S. Court Commis-a- missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on
commissioner at Albuquerque.
Corinthian championship end the Cor will start togrowing
court
at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque, court
M
on the February 27. 1906. viz Federlco San N. M., commissioner
be decided upon later, the sioner at Albuquerque, N.
a date
February
inthian "handicap of ten miles the only students
15. 1906.. viz.. N- - M., on the 19th day of February. N. M., on the I9th day of January.
on
1906, Via: chez y Montoya, for the Small Hold
city
with
February,
come
will
day
to
8th
this
of
1906,
viz.,
Meliton S. Otero, for the
entry is A. L. Guineas, the young Eng their products. For the best ears Triridad Jaramlllo y Maxwell, for the
Heatris C. de Sanchez, widow of 1908. viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H.
lish sportsman, who will drive a three cash prizes will be awarded. It Small Holding Claim No. 1076, In ing Claim No. 662, situated In Sec. Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the C. No. 1054 In Sees. 13 and 24, T. 7 S. H. C. No 1601. in section 19, town24,
2
N.,
7
T.
E.
ship
U.
7
nortn. range S east, and aeo
French machine.
s. 11. C. No. 445, situated In Sec. 25,
K. 2 K., and Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7
own
9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses T. 7 N., R.
tlon 24, township 7 north, range
Of the foreign drivers Vlncenzo required of every boy to do his was Sees. names
3 E.
R.
2
E.,
7
30,
Sec.
N.,jN.,
T.
and
He
the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous ad R. 3 E.
and to explain how it
lancia, of Turin, Italy, who will drive farming
He names the following witnesses east.
whether manure to prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
He names the following witnesses
a 110 howsepower Fiat car, is consid done, for instance, much,
prove his actual continuous adverse
to
following
names
He
the
witnesses
ir-whet'her ! vers possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the sur
used, and how
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession
of
ered the most skillful driver. He seem rigatlon
twenty
prove
to
tract
said
for
his
adverse
actual
continuous
etc. Of twenty years next preceding the sur- vey of the township, viz:
was necessary,
possession of said tract for twenty
ingly had the last Vanderbilt eup race
possession
said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of years
vey of the township, viz:
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta. N. M.; years next ofpreceding
next preceding the survey of the
won by miles, when an accident, course there will be boys bearing lar
the
township,
viz.:
survey
of
the
Leopoldo Jaramlllo, of Tome, N. M.; Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
township, viz:
v
through no fault of his, lost hlin the ger corn ars than others. The raiser Pedro
Garcia,
township,
Eracllo
M.;
of
N.
the
Peralta,
viz.:
Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
hence learn how
Jesus Salazar y Otero, of Peralta,
honor Walter Clifford Earp, one of the of the small ear will grown.
Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
N. M.; Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M.
ob- Aragon y Bernal, of
Tome.
The
was
larger
one
the
N.
M.;
Placldo
Salazar y Otero, of Albest English drivers, will handle a
Perea, of Valencia, N. M.;;'n 8. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg- - buquerque,
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of AlbuquerAny person who desires to protest
N. M.; Jesus Sanches y
Napier car in the races. William Hll ject is to produce farmers along sci- que,
Joso O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.; 'n'o Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
N. M.
proof,
against
of
said
the
allowance
entific
lines.
Alarid,
of
Valencia, N. M.; Deslderlo
Hard will also drive a
Na
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest or who knows of any substantial rea Miguel SUva, of Valencia, N. M.
Stroup spent th
Superintendent
pier car. He won the Mount Wash
Any person who desires to protest against tho allowance of said proof Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.
or said proor, or son under the laws and regulations
against
upon
calling
allowance
the
in
mountains
Any
week
person
the
who desires to protest
lngton climbing contest Inst July.
a who knows oi any substantial reason of the Interior department why such against the allowance of said proof- or who knows of any substantial rea-o- r against the allowance of said
I
proof,
There are three 110 horsepower Fiat the districts there. HeK found from
who knows of any substantial rea- Bon under the laws and regulations of or
against tne laws and regulations oi proof should not be allowed will be
snow
of
feet
foot
a
two
to
and
who
knows of any
rea
cars entered In the
he Interior Department why such given an opportunity at the above son under the laws nnd regulations of the Interior department why such son under the laws andsubstantial
through.
districts
to
he
six
wade
regulations of
races. Two of these have been entered vitdrp,!
be
not
be allowed win De mentioned time and place to cross the Interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will
should
well.
tenn:Proor
all
The
am
ilolnz
the
interior department why such
by Hollander and Tangeman and will
Riven an opportunity at the above examine the witnesses of said claim- proof should not be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the above-give- proof should not be allowed,
will be
be driven by Lancin and Cedrino. The this year will be four months instead mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
an opportunity at the above- - mentioned time and place to
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
year.
glvea
last
three,
as
an opportunity at the above
observed
of
other is the machine entered by Thn nimiU aro verv much ntpreatert
time and place to croBs- - examine the witnesses of said
lu wuuesscs oi earn ciaunnui, of that submitted bv claimant.
mentioned
time and place to
George W. Young and will be oiierated
the witnesses of said claim- - ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
In rebuttal of
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
are much enthused and to offer evidence
the witnesses of said claimby Fletcher.
The other entries are in their work and
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
by
submitted
claimant.
that
ant,
growing
contest.
to
over
corn
and
offer evidence In rebuttal
the
Alfred G. Vanderbllt's 250 'horsepower
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
car, to be driven by Sartori; the 200
Register. of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Strength.
Increases
the
Always
MANUEL R. OTERO.
horsepower Darracq, with Memory at
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Register.
o
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department- of the Interior, United
the wheel; Henry Ford's 105 horseA reasonable amount of food thor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
power Ford: Walter Christie's 100 oughly digested and properly assimiStates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. C17.1
horsepower Christie; C. A. Copy's 80 lated
Dec. 28, 1905.
Increase the
always
will
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) .. Department of the Interior, United
horsepower
Stanley strength. If your stomach la a "little Department of the Interior, United
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Thomas,
a
(Small
Holding
Claim No. 36.)
lowing-nameStates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
claimant has filed no Department of the Interior, United
steamer, and A. L. Gulness in a off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., tice ofd his Intention
Department of the Interior, United
January 9, 1900.
States Land Office, Banta Fe, N
to make final
French car.
what you eat and enable the digestive
Dec. 28, 1905.
States Land Office, SanU F, N. 1I
M.. Dec. 29. 1905.
In support of his claim under
Notice is hereby given that the folThe events of this race meeting in- organs to assimlllate and transform
Notice is hereby given that the follo- proof
January 3, 1006.
lowing named claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the
g
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
diooq. wing-named
clude the 100 mile international race a,ll food into
noclaimant
filed
has
Notice is hereby given that the folclaimant, has filed no- tice of his Intention V make final
for the Minneapolis $2,000 trophy; the Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, ueicn-ing- . tice of his Intention to make final 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 8541, as amended by
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats., tice of his Intention to make final proof In support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed noone-milinternational race for the Sir
Heart-Burand all forma of
proof in support of his claim under the
of his Intention to make final
Thomas R. Dewar tropfay; the two
Palatable and strengthening. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 470), and that said proof will be made proof In 16support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March tice
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended proof in support of his claim under
race; a
open Sold by all druggists.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by before the U. S. Court Commissioner Sections
Albquerque, N. M.. on the 7th day 3, 1S!U (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 sections 16 and 17. of the act of March
e
open
championship race; a
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stata., at
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
HEAVEN REVEALED,
race; a fifteen-milchampionship
470), and that paid proof will be made of February, 1906. viz: Jnnn Apodaca, by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 States.. 470), and that said proof will by
the act of February 21, 1893, (27
lot 1, sees. 23 and 24, and lot Stats., 470), and that said proof will be made before the United' States
open championship race; a
before the U. S. Court Commissioner for the 23,
By Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
be made before U. S. Court Commis- court commissioner at Albuquerque, Stats., 470), and that said proof will
T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
heavyweight championship race; a
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 2, sec.
be made before the United
State
He names the following witnesses sioner at Albuquerque, N. M on the N. M., on February 17, 1906, viz.,
middleweight chain plousbip (383 pp., 5Vx7 inches; large type; of February, 1006. viz: Pedro GalleSanchez de Vigil, for the S. H. court commishioner at San Rafael, N.
midrace for gasoline cars; a
gos y Gonzales, for the small holding to prove his actual continuous adverse Sth day of February, 1906, Vis:
fine cloth.)
of said tract for twenty Roniulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Ter- C. No. 617, In lot 1
Sees. 25, 26, 35 M., on February 9, 1906. via.: Barbara
dleweight championship race for gaso
claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 and 11, possession
years next preceding the survey of esa Haca y Garcia de Aragon, for the and 36; lots 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and lot J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 2, secmiddleweight
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
line cars; a
ofbook
is
this
tion 20; lot 3, section 16 and 17, townSmall Holding Claim No. 055, Sec. 25, 3, Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.
championship race for all kinds of For a limited period
He names the following witnesses the townshinp, viz: Valencia,
N. M.; T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.,
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with to prove his actual
Benito Armijo, of
names the following witnesses ship 10 north, range 7 west.
He
cars; a
open handicap; a fif
continuous
adverse
He names the following witnesses
9 cents postage for mailing.
R. 3 K.
teen-mil- e
to prove his actual continuous adverse
open handicap for American
possession of said tract for twenty Jesus Garcia, of Valencia. N. M ;
adApodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
He names the following witnesses possession of said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous
free-foryears next preceding the survey of
touring cars and a thirty-milCONTENTS.
Tomas Martinez, of YnVncia, N. M.
to prove his actual continuous ad- years- - next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for
all championship for American cars
The Origin of Angels The Essen- the township, viz:
twenty
years next preceding the aur-ve- y
Any person who
to protest verse possession of said trat for the township, viz.:
Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
f any make.
tial Nature of Heaven Character of M.;Jose
of the township, viz:
of said proof, twenty years next preceding the surApodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Juan
Francisco Torres, of Tome, f. M.; against the allowance
Naturally the
race tho Angels Testimony of Scripture
Gorgonio
Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
r who knows of any s itstantlal rea- vey of the township, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
is attracting the greatest interest and The Sure Way to Heaven Practical Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Berson under the laws and regulations
N. M.; Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.; M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N.
Rafael Gurtile, of Peralta.
' here are many conservative automo Tendency
of This Disclosure En- nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Joan
Any person who deaires to protest of the Interior Department why such Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N. Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
tdlists who look forward to the event vironment in Heaven, and What
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
proof 3hould not be allowed will be M.; Gregorio Aragon, of Valencia, N.
Any person who desires to protest
the allowance of said proof, gtveii
with considerable anticipation.
They
It Societies in Heaven A agx'nat
Any person who desires to protest
y
Baca, o against the allowance of said proof
an opportunity at the
M l Francisco Aragon
- -,,
hat it will be practically impos Heaven for the Nonhplst Ian Wor
against
the",a"ws
the allowance of said proof,
M.
place
"regulat
N.
to
Valencia.
and
time
on
reaand
any
or who knows of
substantial
de
Mlde to ulcer the cars with sufficient
Any person who desires to protest son under the laws and regulations of or who knows of any substantial reatho witnesses of said claimInterior Department why such
Hrf w
necuney at so terrific a speed to avoid
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal against the allowance of said proof, or the Interior department why such son under the laws and regulations of
accidents. The result of a collision nlUon of Friends in tho Hereafte- r-, ll'rof.1 should not be allowed will be of that submitted
Interior department,
why such
bv claimant.
w!m knows of any substantial reason proof should
opportunity at the above- nit lie allowed, will be the
or een of a minor accident to one Personal Appearance of tie Angel-- -,
proof should not be allowed, will be
agadnst the laws and regulations
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
of given an opportunity at the
,onp(,
me and )are tQ CT0
d
of tin machines going at such fearful Rejuvenescence and Growth In Heav-- i
.
given
an opportunity at the above
o
why such
the Interior Department
of BaM
time and place to
speed would, naturally, he disastrous on Houses and Homes In Heaven
e
A Modern Miracle.
proof should nor. be allowed will be
In rebuttal
claim- mentioned time and place to
witnesses
said
of
the
and it. is clear that everyone or tne Garments in Heaven Children In ant, and to offer evidence
re"Truly
giv.-above-1.v'emed
claimthe
the
opportunity
of
at
witnesses
miraculous
said
an
the
by
claimant.
that
submitted
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ant,
drivi is is taking t'he most desperate Heaven Sex and Marriage in Heav- of MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
covery of Mrs. Molii
Holt of this
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
entioned time and place to cross-e- x
hain-esThe Florida Eat Coast Au en Work
place," writes J. O. H. Hooper, Wood- amine the witnesses of said claimant of that submitted bv claimant.
of that submitted bv claimant.
in
Heaven Thro Three
R. OTERO.
MANUEL
'onioMIe association has arranced
sox
by
ford,
How Related Eternal
Heavens
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Tenn., "she was
wasted
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
Register.
Perfection Attained.
After the Progress and
r serial attractive feature.
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Register.
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race the driver Angels With Men.
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Music
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by
physical
Nature
Indigestion
allow.
wui) made the greatest speed, will be
Overcome.
tlio family had watched by her bed
Register
Address,
Indigestion Is easily overcome by the
priate and not dissipate her own re- siue forty-elKh- t
"To keep the body in tune," writes
orowed with the "speed crown" by
when, at myi
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houi- ni'lpe,
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COMING
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and all Skin Erii'Mons: have found." !' st tor the Stomach. Kodol relieves Indigestion. Belching dV
'..
Is a healthy ll.nn.-- . Sonam.
etc.,
v
'' ''' i'....-i;.Jicomijlexi.tr. ,,V '"
Guaranteen by all Gas, Sour Stomach. Heart-Burn- ,
Mrs. Oranf Shy. Liver and Rowels
ver and enamel, is about $1.m(m).
(.map todav." Guaranteed cure f r ihev .now it w iH.
January 23
have used r'"igtis and
and enables the digestive organs t.
'lex.,
"For years
r.uThe course ia in perfect condition
and 11.00 at all U.'M I". Kevnotila street. Sprint. field, druggists. 25.
colds.
ta'.u, Jaui.aiy j
"1 r"gard It one of th- - abtransform all foods into the kind of
says
Samuels' At- - Little Early Riser pills in my family druggists. Trial little free.
II!
and everw
A Citizen wan: ad will set the busi- rich red blood that makes health and
of housekeeping "
No lettc pl'l cm be used for consti
accidents at the races tractions.
i
n' '
solute
January 81 "Ole Oleson.
btieugth. Suld by all druggists.
ness. Try one.
pailon." So'.J by all drugg'-sts- .
hy all druggist, 25c
through bouja defect In the track.
Try a Citizen want ad.
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Buyers to Buy
The handsomest "close in" Addition ever platted in the city of
Albuquerque.
65 Lots on Uorth 5th and

R

JL

Block 5.

Block 3.

Marble

Ave.

OPT BOM:

out the
or hand same to our
If you

blank and
we
number your
option and reserve such lots as you may select
to exceed
until 0 o'clock
February
providing no one
has selected the same
lots prior to your option number. Positively no
sales made until 8 o'clock the morningof Feb'y

3

6th Streets

opposite St. Vincent's Academy,
only two blocks from 4th Ward
Public School. Perfectly level,
rich soil, complete abstract of
title with every deed. Positively
no sales wiH be made until the
morning of February 1st.

11

Slate

Number
Name
Address

Ave.
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"r

Lots
Block

Ave
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I The
Japanese Is taught to regard
hs much as his own mother.

A WenltH Producer

Several days ago the New Mexican called attention
to the fact that the mineral production of New Mexico
The deduring lart year exceeded $5,000,0110 In value.
partment of agriculture In Its crop report tor December,
1905, Just to hand, gives figures which Indicate that the
crops rained In this territory during 19i5 exceeded In
It enumerates only
value even the mineral production.
a few of the staple cropa, but from these and from other
statistics to hand ah estimate can easily be made as to
the total production of the 2B0.0UO acres under irrigation.
The corn crop amounted to 397, 4i2 bushels, valued
at $tr88,27, and In round numbers covered 40,nno acres;
the spring wheat crop covered 43.000 acres and the pro
About
duction whs 947.740 bushels, valued at $S52.!'t'fi.
12,000 acres were In oats, from which were garnered
Only 04 acres were
351,404 bushels, valued at $203,814.
In barley, and the production was 12,84 bushels, valued
at $8,752. About 1,500 acres were In potatoes, the pro
durtion amounting to 110.250 bushels, valued at $98,112.
The largest acreage, 79,087 acres, was in hay, the production amotiating to 213.535 tons, valued at $2,295,501.
This leaves the product of 75,000 aud more acres
unaccounted for lajid as much of that Is In orchards or
, was
In vegetables yielding from four to ten times as
.much to the acre as corn or other grain crops, it is no
to say that the farm crops this year In
New Mexico amounted to almost $10,000,000, and with
uheep, cattle, goats, horses, hogs and chickens, the product of New Mexico farms and ranges exceeded
over-estima-

A

j

helped me win my bride.
When I was downcast took my side,
And never has been known to chide?
Who was
My

It.

i

mother-in-la-

1

Who was the first to praise, the last
To blame, or call me wild and fast.
Or asked too much about my past?
My

mother-in-la-

Who soothed my fiancee's papa.
When he was coarse and shouted 'Hah!
And was polite to my mamma?
My

Who never called me Hilly, vain,
Idle, effeminate, inane.
Or ta'ked of horses bridgo champagne?
My

mother-in-la-

mother-in-la-

te

0.

'

Add to this the $5,000,000 produced by the mines, the
$',,000,000 produced by the manufacturing plants, $10,000,-00- 0
and more earnings of commerce, ami the total wealth

produced or earned

In

this territory during

1905

was

in

hood of $50,000,tmo, not to speak of the
money left by tourists and health seekers, which, in a
way, was earned, too.
This is a very good showing, but
merely a small fraction of what it will be when Instead
of 250,000 acres In cultivation, there will be lo.Ooii.ooo
acres and more under the plow. New Mexican.

the neighbor

lMjelaw

CreimatSktefiJl

In his speech before the Commercial club of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Saturday evening, T. P. Snouts, chairman ot
the Isthmian Canal Commission, added to the present
Panama discussion, a clear aud convincing statement ot
the affairs aud management of this great American enterprise. He clearly disproves the slanders which have
been so industriously 'circulated concerning the state,
progress and control of the canal's construction.
The
way h disK)sed of Poult ney Uigelow, was both pleasing
The Citizen quotes as follows:
and annihilating.
g
lit"A notable specimen of this
erature was laid before the country a few days ago from
hours and
the pen of a man who bail spent twenty-eigten minutes on the Isthmus. The ten minutes are Im
portant, for a person of such extraordinary powers of
observation and production can collect an enormous
He landed at Colon
amount of material in that time.
on November 3I at 10 a. m., aud sailed away on the same
In
steamer from Colon at 2:10 p. m., on December 1.
hours and ten minutes he accum
those twenty-eigulated a fund of exact knowledge sufficient to enable him
to draw u general and sweeping Indictment of the presl
dent. Secretary Taft. the canal commission. Governor
Magoon, Chief Engineer Stevens, Colonel Oorgas, and
everything that has been done on the Isthmus since the
American government came Into possession of the canal
zone.
"One point only will I mention us an illustration ot
his miraculous powers of observation.
He said that
during a recent rain the volume of water was so great
in the sewers of Panama that it 'backed the sewage up
into cellars and ruined' many houses."
There Is not a
cellar in Panama and never has been."
scandnl-mongerin-

ht

ht

The bitterness manifested

by some of the people of
Arixona against union with New Mexico us one state is
without Just reason, but that Is true of neurly all cases

nf the kind.

When men for more or less selfish consid-t-ratlooppose a measure and are unable to give good
reason for their opposition, they seem to lend themselves
all the more readily and completely to bitterness of protest and vehement condemnation.
If New Mexico were protesting auuinst absorptiou by
Arizona, one might account for. while not justifying or
approving, the attitude taken. Hut why Arizona should
object to being enlarged, made a bigger, greater, more
powerful state than It can ever hope to become without
the addition of part or the whole of New Mexico, is beyond the power of any man to explain along the Hues of
reaaou.
'
. .
n -

'l,

The trouble with the leading opponents of joint statethat every one of them thinks he carries a certificate of election to the United States senate under his
bat; and it is the fear of losing a chance fur that prize
y
which makes him oppose the enlargement of the
the annexation of New Mexico. Denver
hood is
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Albotat

Presideirat.oy France
XXOOOX3C0OOOOCKOCXXXCkCK0

i

For 'be first time in the history of the republic,
France from Thursday, Jan. 18, has been provided with
two chief executives, a codiiltion of affairs which will last
One of them, it is true, will be
until Sunday, Feb. 18.
the actual president, and the other bis successor, the
election having taken place exactly a month before
Einilo I.oubet completes his seven years term of otllce.
in the
Here in America, comments
New York Tribune, the simultaneous existence of a presseems perfectly norident in office and a president-elemal and regular, and excites no attention whatsoever.
Hut although tlierd have been no less than three separate republics iu France in the last 110 years, and in
spite of the fact that the third of these republics Is now
year of its existence, French
entering on the thirty-sixt- h
history furnishes no Instance of a chief magistrate completing the term for which he has been elected and then
handing over the reins of power to his successor.
Thiers, Marshal Mc.Mahon and Casimir Purler resigned more or less voluntarily before the expiration of their
was
terms, 4inding the position untenable.
assassinated at Lyons. Felix Fa tire met with a sudden
death, which, insplte of the gossip about the matter, still
remains in a measure shrouded by kindly mystery. Jules
Grevy, who alone finished one seven years' term, was
to succeed himself, but, was driven from the
Elysee soon after the beginning of his second term by
Daniel
the unsavory scandal In which his
Wilson, who lived beneath ills roof, was the chief actor.
The new chief magistrate of France is the son of a
magistrate's clerk and the grandson of a blacksmith.
Al. Clement Armand Fallleres was born in November,
He
1841. at Mazin. department,
of
studied law and was called to the bar at Merec, of which
town ho became mayor, retaining that otllce until 1875.
In the following year he was elected to the chamler
of deputies us a republican and affiliated himself with
He distin
the republican left group in the chamber.
In 1877,
guished himself as an orator and was
and 1878. In 1880 he wus named us under secretary to
the minister of the Interior and he wus again
He retired from tho ministry
to the assembly in 1881.
at the time of the fall of the Jules Ferry cabinet, but
returned to power the following year and was made president of the council and ad interim minister of foreign
affairs.
Subsequently he was successively minister of public
institutions, minister of the Interior and minister of
Ho was elected senator In 1890, a position which
he has held since that time and was elected to the presiIn 1900
Ho was
dency of the senate in 18!'!.
January 11, of the present year.
and was again
M. Fallieres took an active part In the religious ques
tion, opposing at first the proposition for the separation
of church and state, but later energetically advocated
the repression of the clergy. Iu his election lie had the
general support of the advanced socialist and radical
groups, constituting the famous party which sustained the
Combes ministry.
ct
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For Appreciation

terrl-toryb-

Dunn
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Where else hi the United Slates will you read death
notices such us can almost daily be read in New .Mexico
papers of persons seventy and eighty years of age who
have recently died and who have all their lives uiade
their homes In the one town or village in which they and
their forefathers were born. To my mind it speaks volumes for the love of home aud the permanency of NewIt is a trait thai we who
Mexico's native population.
love to call ourselves Americans are strangely losing
With our restless discontent of surroundings, our
longing to see what's Just "over the rauge." our crazy,
unsatisfied ambitious to tear down the old ami build
anew, no matter how hallowed the surroundings, it is in
a way a pleasure to know and mingle with people and
men who are content with their faMier's homes, who can
point, back Into the pust centuries and say as could Mr.
Perea: "Here my forefathers settled when the first con.
quistadors came to New Mexico almost three centuries
ago, aud here we Peivas have ever since been horn,
married and hurled, and I hope will continue to lo so as
kmg as there Is a Perea to keep the name." opt ie,

"There cau be no question lliaf the more the statehood quest lou is agitated, the better people understand,
esiiecially eastern people, that It will be a crime lo
attempt lo unite Arizona aud New Mexico as a single
state aguinst their wishes."
Thus reads the opening of un editorial iu tbtj I. as
Vegas Optic, and this vein is continued for twenty lines
or more, but not a single argument is given to show why
such is the case, to say nothing of au absolute lack ol
proof for the statements. This Is the argument put up
newsper cent of the
by ninety-nin- e
papers. Itoswell Kcglster.

showed

me photo-- ,

eraphs illustrating the results of his;
firming by the "Campbell system" on
his farm In I!"'" from southern California, where for years he had . engaged In the culture of fiuiis through'
the new system of dry fanning. Mr.
Dunn became the pioneer in that in-- i
dusfry In New Mexico. He now has
thirty acres under cultivation, all of
which was desert land In 19oo, where
he has made a success of the culture
of plums, apricots and grapes.
HI
efforts In the growing or corn. oals.
barley and rye have been similarly
successful. In 1905 he grew rye hav
ing a stalk six feet, two and
t
tnt'.ies high, ami corn which was
awarded II 1st premium at tho territorial fair.
Notwithstanding
Mr. Dunn's sue
cess, most of the homesteaders locat
lug here are depending upon irrigation for agriculture.
A limited sunply of water is to lie found everywhere
In the valley at a shallow depth, and
many wells have been dug and (quipped with gasoline engines for Irrigating purposes. Tne main experimental
artesian well has been sunk' to a
depth of about Soo feet, a short distance west, of town on the flat lands.
In
When water Is struck
sufficient
quantity a greater influx of homesteaders Is anticipated.
Alamogordo. Is bound lo be a good,
solid town, regardless of the action
of tile railroad company lift, relation to
the permanent location of its shops,
it now has a population conservatively
estimated at 3,5no. an increase ot
2,5011 since 19uo.
With the necessary
means of agricultural
development,
the valley should support a population of fully 50,(100 people.
It is a
section of New Mxeico well worth
watching.
f. H. A.

ever distribute kind words to the men and
women who are working for yon and shoulder to shoulder
Once there was a young man who had enwith you?
ergy and lire and ambition, who got into a rut. That is
He believed that there was such a
a common falling.
thing as a hoodoo and that it was close on his heels.
Things didn't go right.
ills efforts did not seem to
He expected, disOh! but he had the blues.
count.
charge and what was worse than the mere losing of his
position, a verdict of failure, which is death lo ambition.
Of course he was jaundiced too severe on himself.
Things were not so bad as he Imagined. Any man can
woik himself into such a suicidal frame of mind if he
Will.

He
This young fellow was hungry for appreciation.
He did not realize that a litiM tenderdid not know it.
ness iu bursh business is a good tiling. He had tho misIs only cold business, after
taken thought that
A good many folks have that idea.
ail.
When the
him s were the bluest, and the man wished that he was a
boy again, and could ery his troubles out on his mother's
knee, a letter was lossed upon bis desk by his employer.
without a word, and the pessimist felt that it contained
his dismissal and 'he end of all things had come. Here
is that letter:
"Ih-aSir Inclosed you will find an order that 'ill.
The
when handed to the cashier, increase your salary.
increase is made after a consultiit Ion of tin' management
and in recognition of your loyally and your excellent
Noil came to us some years ago a very green
work.
I takt- - pleasure in stating that your Im
country boy.
provement has lieen most marked and that you are today
i don't want you to stop at this
skilled anil etlicieut.
measure of success. Continuation of such effort toward
Improvement as you lime shown ought to mean greater
things for you, and )ou should strive to fit yourself for
higher responsibilities.
Diversified good reading and
close study, both of books ami men, should be of value
1 WHiit
to you.
to congratulate you on now receiving the
highest salary ever paid to an emplove in your depart
I hope
ment.
and expert that vim will, bv still further
improvement, force us to make it still higher.
"
Your friend.
Yes, the money was all right.
Money Is good, but
ii was not money that eus'd a happy man to lay his head
on his desk while the honest tears trickled through his
bu.-itie-ss
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27th

Orphetsm Show

GRABBING
BEGAN ON
TWENTY-THRESATURDAY,
WITH
FOR A STARTER.

20-PEO-

--

PLE

E

SIGOMUTO,

ROYAL

--

dT

OI"W'"T.

and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The lxst
bread makers use it for that very'
reason.

Traveling In their special car. direct
from the eastern houses, and on
their Pacific coast tour, presenting
all the best acts from the Orpheum
und leading vaudeville houses.

OPTION

..

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
is the must important of all; that
Is the selection
of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this if
Empress Hour is chosen. It is so
good and makes such sweet, white

franklinIouston,

AFTER

il

1

IA

J. RICHARDS
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

A.

Saturday, January

vr.'v

7

all-to-

Night Only

M. BERGER,

20

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

114

JAPANESE

TROUP,
FIVE IN NUMBEK.
Those who read the columns of
real estate sales occurring In Albuquerque since the first of the year, 4- published in The Evening Citizen on
Saturday, will not be surprised at the
options
statement that twenty-thre!y
were taken on lots in the new Grant
QTQTRTJQ
TIP- TJL.-OWn W7JLk
v a
awAMf
addition, which was placed on the
U
LEROI AND BELL.
market Saturday morning by the Surety Investment company. Albuquerque
THE KINODROME.
realty 'has never been more active MOVINtJ PICTURES AND ILLUS-- ; Q
h
onvna
tdctl-1
ououn,
I Vjis
than since the beginning ot the presACTS THAT ARE HEADUNERS.
ent year.
35c, 50c and 75c
The, Orant
addition consists of Prices
something over 100 lots north of
avenue and west of Fifth street,
terminal Ing on the north at Mountain
road. The Surety Investment company is working a little novelty
scheme on the opening of this addition. Instead of sidling outright, options are being taken on all and any
of the bits free, the option to terminate on February 1, when Hie property will be formally sold according
to contract, which la $10 down per
A
lot and $5 per month until the property Is paid for.
0
In speaking of the new addition
this morning. Colonel D. K. H: Sel
lers, manager for the company, said
-- Dy
that It was really the most desirable
part of the city, and that It would be
Elks' Full Orchestra
ns lioautiful after the streets were
AT
graded, which will be done Immediately, as it is desirable In location.!
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
Many new options were made during
today, and the promise Is that every
lot will have been
oken for by thet
Friday, January 26
time the options expire.
at 8i3Q P. M.
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LOW PRICES
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Bad Weather

suggests

HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN TOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rate
from five cents per day up. Let ni
tell you about It.

CONDUCTOR.

j

AID FOR

The Colorado Telephone Co.

W. MADDEN,

R.

LAND FARMING

Soloists
IMPORTANT BILL IN CON
APPROPRIAASKING
GRESS.
TION, WILL COME UP AT LATER

VERY

J. A. BLONDIN
THE

DATE.

The following bill of interest to
IHjople of the territory has been Introduced by Representative Thomas V.
Marshall of North Dakota, has been
ordered printed and will come up for
consideration later:
A bill to appropriate sixty thousand
dollars for necessary expense of iu- vetstiKiitlon of mvthocU of drylajtd
farmitm suiud to the arid and semi- arid reuions.
"lie it enacted by the senate audi
house of represent itives of the 1'nitcd
States of America in conuress assem-- j
bled, that there bo appropriated, out
of the public moneys iu the treasury
of the I'luted States not otherwise!
appropriated, for all expenses n
to enable the secretary of aisrb:
culture to investigate methods of dry
land tannin suited to the arid and
semi-ariregions of the western l'nited Stats. where IrriKatton is imprae-- j
ticable. the sum of sixty thousand dob,
lars, of which sum five thousand dol-- j
lars shall be Immediately available."
The matter Is of Interest to NYw'
Mexico, as considerable attention Isi
now belnK paid to dry culture nieih.i.uj
In the i astern part o' the teniuny.

'CelllHt
LADIES' QUARTETTE

Popular music at popular
prices. Secure your seats
ahead, as tho house will bo
crowded.
50c
Reserved Stats
25c
Admission

V

MELIN I & EAKIN,

f

Tuesday,

Jan.

23, '06

,

Arthur .1. Avlesworth presents the
merry, jiuIiiit;, musical farn

Wholesale tlquo: and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. P. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South first
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

JUST IN

Elks' Theatre

ce-ar-

(leor'e Slosson. who refused to meet
won., ll,...... l.s.tiwn the vonthfiil l,lt

V

18 N. T. Armijo Building.

Room

Whitman's Candies
The tin' st eaudy made at any price. absolutely pure; always fresh,
Cboe olal i - jiihI
healthy ami wholoMiiiii
'he purest of the
pint

Hooligan's

hoii-hnns- ,

.

Troubles

New York, cast.
Hook bv Mark K. Swan.
play
to
Maurice
llardist went to Paris
Meiodies bv Prof. V. M. Stromborjt,
hoy
the
VlKnaux. Is loath to rIvo
With the lUh St. Theater,
t
f,,r hi achievement. When
uppear
that the Southern Pacific
it does not
The newest and briKhtest inniK iu
Slosson lumd the news he said: 'i
tif the Porter coal properties near Durango, Colo.,
did not think Hoppo would defeat Vis-- laushs direct from New York City
has yet beeu consummated, though the Denver Times
naux. .Now that ne nus, ne must up
expresses full confidence that it will be; while the stateconsidered seriously, and I must say '
ment Is made that the Southern Pacific has secured opthat I consider him a wonder." it took
sluglnK, danc
Slosson a Mug time to dlscov. r w!ia ln nielanue of humor,
tions upon a large extent of adjacent coal properties,
uumbers.
musical
and
Of
the cam. huv,
less careful students
which If carried to completion will give the Southern filliMTs
Company includes Wood & Ward
known for many months.
.Pacific entire possession of the Durango coal fields.
,
...lion-- Three Cildeu Sisters;
Mahoncy Bros. ;
i ".race
A vies worth;
HIGH RAILROAD OFFICIAL
Fixing the Limit.
Walter Mack and
WOOD SPRINGS. VI
Carried It Too Far.
FltzKei'Hld:
FAY
AT
"Why," asked the fuss passem;er, "is this slow
1
It. .1. Parker. Knerl snpe,
others.
"Are you satisfied, dear?" ushed huhhy,
train cilh-- the 'limited?' "
western Krand divisjo-- ,,t
of
ent
the
J
"
replied:
"No,
ain't;
And wifey
'Cause, nab," explained the porter. "yT nil ain't the Santa Pe. liicludlnit all line, w, si
Matson's
Tickets will be on sals
True, I married you to reform you
s'ssid !' k!!i ," pur'ith more (iitn ,.r dollah tip at a time. of Dodge City, Kan., is htoppmg ,lt j
Book Store.
"
Now I've got to put up with a saint
Faywoo,) Mot Spring for a f.
PRICES, 50c, 75c and 1.00.
pur--cha-

.

.

......................

taking the baths anil drinking thei
DON'T REST CONTENT.
In the matter of cigars until vott have
water, says the Silver City Enterprise.
Mr. Parker came up In his private car
smoked at least one White Lily. True,
by
Wednesday and is accompanied
there ate some cigars that will afford
W. K. Ettcr. division
Mrs. Parker,
a measure of satisfaction it remains
upcrintendent of the Rio Grande dl-- j for the White Uly to fill tho whole
bill of prime tobacco, flavor, making
vision of the Santa Fe, came up In
his private car on the same train and up. shape, style and great value for
money.
went over f'le Hanover branch later
little
Kor.
astonishingly
coining to Silver City on an inspection
enough, the "White Lily sells for a
littletrip.
as five cents for a single one,
and $2 for a box of fifty. If you can
crowd more comfort In the smoking
line into cigar shape than you 11 And
In this
cigar, tell us.
Wo'll beat It if we can we haven't
learned how, to date.

GRANT TRACT
MUCH

47i

,

.........

1o$, Special price

$3.50

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

-

EW

2&0

..$3A0

1ANDELL

M.

one-hal-

Did you

A New' Mexican Trait

today

J

that we are wed, and May
Snubs and annoys me night and day,
Who helps In keeping her at buy?
And now

Mv

and $3.50 Suits, special
and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $5.50, $t) and $0.50 three piece Suits, Special,
All three piece Childrens' Suits, 3 to H years, ranging
from
Hoys Overcoats, all $4 ones at the Special price of
Hoys Overcoats, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Hoys' Overcoats, all $.50 ones at the Special price of
Hoys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
Hoys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of
All $3
All $4

j

Mr

mother-in-la-

C2, 1906

Special Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats
V

WITH
VISITOR
IMPRESSED
WONDERFUL POSSIBILITIES OF
AGRICULTURE.

Sptclal Corn spomh nce.
Alamogordo, N. M., .Inn. 19. The j
first thing that strongly Impressed me, j
s a stranger, iion my first visit to
this remarkable little city, was the
wonderful possibilities in the way of
agricultural development in the val- ley, of w'hlch Alamogordo Is the cen-ter. With or without water for Irrlga-- ,
Hon. this section Is destined for rapid!
development. While it is undoubtedly
true that marvelous results will be
IKisKible of attainment through Irrlga- tion, the possibilities of the
dry farming have been abundantly ex- empllfted by the experience of J. C. '
Dunn,
county treasurer of Otero'
county.

his

JANOBY

MONDAY,

LETTER FROM
ALAMOGORL'O SECTION

From London Globe.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. S. STRICKLER

A

A Jap's Tribute to
His Mothcr-in-La- w

Published Dally and Weekly

By
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J. H, O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barnett Building

'
'

0.

won-fle-

er.-iii-

jLAteSt

O09

String's

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO,

Sons
Beth

STRONO BLOCK

Hits

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

CLANKVILLC PRODUCE CO

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Kalrvlew
Santa Barbsra Cemeteries.

iiiu-m-

tnd

MONUMENTS

i

,:.,'

W.

201-21-

N. Second

St

Bun Ptones.

.
!

HAV. (JKA1N AND PEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PRLTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Both Phones
602 South First Street

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS

Automatic phone 151.
Room 10, N. T. Arniijo building
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Mil

With $145

inHis Pocket and

With

Monthly lijtome of $2,500
Lives jfn Doughnuts.
0W,S

S(tE

VALUABLE

FULL Of PRUNES"!

SHOOTS HIMSELF

STARVBS TO DEATH

PrfOPESirWAS

jBEARftUP'S PLAN

(AUTO IS SAVED

"COAL EXPERT WAS

NEIL WILLI13

FROM QUICKSAND!

PLEASES MINERS

Revolver, Coal Dealers Do Not Conspire Drivers of "Rio Mountaineer'
With Railroad to Bleed
Are in Gallup Awaiting
But Fails to Inflict a
:
Consumers.
New Material
Death Wound.
a

Scheme of Local
Manufacturer Receives Recognition at Convention.

38-Calib- er

DRINKING AND TIRED OF LIFE HOWEVER

COAL IS VERY SCARCE WILL ARRIVE

PAdt FIVE.

IN THIS CITY SOON MILLS

HAVE

A

BRIGHT

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

FUTURE

306-3-

Willis, a barber llvina at 21
if
K'lld hotter than he loved life. I. H. West Silver avenue, this afternoon,
VaiiKh, a millionaire
capitalist and shortly before 3 o'clock, attempted to
bulmiser, of Deadwood.
South Dakotn, ejid his life by firing a
Ilea dead, as a result of literally let Into his riht temple, but owing to
Mlravlnn himself to death.
the thickness of his skull, did not sucVaiiKb came to thin city some time ceed in killing himself, the only result
ko and engaged rooms at a well of the nt tempt at self destruction beknown rooming house in the city. He ing a misty flesh wound.
Willis, who has been employed In a
wilu the proprietor over the
hailed
price of the room. For weeks it. was First street barber "hop. had been
noticed by other roomers that the old lrlnking heavily during the day, it Is
man, who was 73 years of age, ate understood, and while In this condibut very little, most of the time his tion, conceived the notion of killing
Smitli
three meals a day consist ing of coffee himself. Securing a
and rolls or doughnuts.
i Wesson revolver he placed the nuzSome of the roomers, thinking that zle against his right temple and pulled
Owing to his nervous, perhaps the old man was penniless, the trigger.
offered monetary assistance which he ness, his aim was bad, and the bullet
refused, saying that he had enough merely entered the flesh, and striking
to live on, in the way he saw best. the skull, ranged downward, coming
After that he was let' atone, us each nut through his eyebrow, making a
effort to Induce hi in to partake of rather painful, but not serious wound.
When he fired 1he shot, in his h"m
something more substantial or more
costly than doughnuts met with the nt L'1ti West Silver avenue, a wonmn
member of the family tan Into the
Rame reply: "I can't afford It."
He Owed about t- - for board ami s'reet crying. ,"()h. my (od, Neil has
When the police and
room at the place he was stopping at shot himself.''
the time of his death. It is said by a reporter for The Evening Ci.ir.en
those who came In contact with the arrived the man and his family s.ren-ha- d
but one change ' nusly denied that he had alternated
old man. that, he
but stated that
W'ilis was
of underwear, and that he hail not
sent anv soiled linen to the laundry trying to lake the pisiol off a book
during liis stay in the city. Mo. was above bis head when It was itechlen-ta'l- y
discharged.
atttired in a threadbare coat, a pair
I
vest,
ilnn t want no newspa'n r si in y
of cheap pants, an old worn-oaid
and shoes that had long since seen about it. or anv excitement."
bettor days.
This afire he never Willis to the reporter.
"Then why did you try to kill joiir-Kcl- f,
changed. He did not eecm to be In
if yon didn't war.l no exciteill he tb when lie first came here,
but a 'ie refused to etu anything but ment," interrupted one of the women
rojls and doughnuts, with a. little members of the family, thereby makcoffee, he gradually grew weak, until ing it clear that, In spite of his denial.
at last, others conversant with the Willis had attempted suicide.
case, called in a doctor. The doctor
Doctor Hope was called In and
diagnosed his case as one of lack of dressed the wound, pronouncing it
nourishment. The old man grew very merely a flesh wound that would soon
angry bcause a doctor had been call- heal. At last reports Wills was rested, saying he couldn't afford it. Tb" ing easy and heartily ashamed of his
doctor was piid aud dismissed, with attempt at suicide.
instructions not to call upon him any
more.. Vaugh continued with his cof- LEARNARD AND I
IV
fee and doughnuts and yesterday
morning, about 11 o'clock, a doctor
DEM ANN'S BOVS BAND
was again sent for, but before he arrived Vaugh was dead.
What promises to be one of the
The death certificate Rtates that the
old man enme to his death through most popular musical organization
starvation and the lack of nourish- of the city. more, of the territory of
ment. When his effects were searched New Mexico, is now in process of
by the coroner, a cheap $1 Waterhury formation, and with the encouragewatch, a wallet containing about $115, ment and enthusiasm the "alderman
notes showing him to be the possessor of the second" lends to all of 'Ills enof much real estate In Deadwood, and terprises, will rapidly take form and
a memorandum showing that he had make a decided bid for popular favor.
received for the month of November, The organization Is that of a boys'
Mr. I.earuflrd has brought toin rentals and Interest, over $2,000. band.
was found. In addition to this, there gether twenty young hopefuls, who
will soon be equipped with t"ne variwas found letters and other
randum showing that the old man was ous reed and brass instruments which
possessed of property worth hundreds constitute a full band. The lwiys will
of thousands, In the business district then get down lo hard work and it Is
of Deadwood.
safe to , say In the language, of the
Another letter among bis effects Mct, "they'll make the welkin ring."
showed that he had a daughter, Mary
Moulton, wife of the government
In; Deadwood.
This daughter FRANKLIN HOUSTON
was telegraphed to, telling her of her
COMPANY COM NG
father's death. A message came back
to this city which read:
' "Put body in plain box and ship
First and foremost among this
here."
vveeK's attractions at the oiera house
During the old man's stay In this Is the Franklin
Orpheum show.
city he seldom went out, ami remain- They are givingHuston
the best of satisfacHe tion
ed most of the time In his bed.
are pronounced by press and
diil not appear to have any ailment publicand
to be the best up to date sliow
and no cause, other than an insane traveling.
desire to save money, can be assigned
for the old man's miserly mode of ingEvery net is a feature from the leadcircuits and best vaudeville houses.
living, which eventually resulted In
T.io Sigumoto Hoyal Japanese trope
his death.
have played all the leading houses,
A photograph found among his effects shows him with a little girl sit- and were the feature with the Kioto
ting on his knee, presumably the child circus last season. Windecker, the
In magician, although a young man. has
of his daughter, Mary Moulton.
this photograph, which was taken In been in the best houses and his work
Deadwood, he Is attired in the same Is surpassed by none.
Frank Milton, for three season the
clothes he wore during his stay here.
Further inquiry into the previous leading comedian of the Jolly Hovers'
life of the old man revealed the fact company, and last season principal
that he had a monthly Income from cb wn wiih the Morris & Howe cirproperty In Deadwood that amounted cus, is a feaiure.
The Del.ong listers, singers aud
to about $2,500. His daughter, the
wife of Harry Moulton, a government dancers, Leon Cole, fi allustrated
assayer in Deadwood, Is also reputed songs, the Stingers' novelty electrical
to be wealthy.
dance and klnilrome with the very
Doctors who examined the old man. latest films, go to make an entertainwho
was
first called ment well worth seeing.
and the doctor
in on the case, Mate that It was a
At the Elks' opera house Saturday
plain case of the old man starving nighr, January 27.
himself to death, as at his age, one
could not live very long on coffin and
doughnuts. Vaugh had no stomach Cl'DAHY PACKING COMPANY
troubles, there was no reason why he
TO OPEN OFFICE HERE
should not have eaten heartily, as on
several occasions when he was eating
at someone's expense, he ate very FILED ARTICLES OF INCORPORAheartily.
TION SATURDAY LAST, IN PROIt was a plain case of the miserly
BATE COURT.
love for gold, which in this instance,
brought death in Its train.
The Cudahy Packing company,
d corporated
The body will be shipped to
under the faws of
tonight as per the Instructions braska, will shortly open a bran
of- of his danghter, Mary Moulton.
flee in this city.
Saturday the company filed
artiebs of lncorimrutinn in the lter- BIG HOUSE GREETED
nalillo county probate court, through
Its attorney, K. W. 1). Bryan, of this
MURRAY AND MACK city. The papers named as ttie in
corporators K. S. Cuiiahy, John Forbes
ALTHOUGH APPLAUSE WAS FRE- and Thomas freight, and designated
QUENT, THE MORE SQUEAM- Albuquerque as the headquarters foi
its territorial business.
ISH WERE MADE TO BLUSH.
This is a formality required by the
If all stuge performances were com- laws of New Mexico, if tho Cudahy
posed of the stuff similar to some of company wishes to do business here.
Attorney Bryan's office will be headthat handed out by Murray and Mack quarters
at i he Elks' opera house on Saturday against for any legal redress sought
the company or auy other matnight, a great many theater goers
would agree with Dean Hart that "the ters requiring legal attention.
playhouse was the devil's workshop."
All agree that
MORTUARY
Murray aud Mack
were not a- - good as they were a year
gave above the average
ago. but thi-Word has just bven received iu this
comic opera which comes to Albu- city to the
effect that B. B. Huntixiii.
querque. They displayed a number formerly proprietor
Highland
scents, especially meat market, Is deadof attheSan
of new
Diego,
the Buster Ilrown scene, that were t'al., where he went two months ago
very good, hut many of the "gags" for the benefit of his health. Huntoon
had a musty smell, and a few of them lived in Albuquerque about flve years,
bordered on vulgarity, while a number and during his residence in this city
of the amorous scenes were quite too made many friends who will hear
with
strong for the more squeamish. The regret of hl
The demise occompany this year did not contain as curred Friday death.
and the body was inlarge a "number of artists as last year, terred In Hie ciiy
In which he died.
and although the chonrs was lively
With a devoted wife, who ever sufand hard workers, they "had not the
grace and beauty of former aggrega- fered that her husband might have
tions that Murray and Mack have everything that would tend to bis
brought to the city. Their greeting, comfort, beside him, John Allen Walhowever, win ever cordial and ap- ton passed away Saturday night at
spontaneous
and fre- 10 o'clock, in this city, from the dread
plause
"white plague," consumption. De- quent. The hou.--e was acked.
-ceased was il year old, and came
AH SctV interested in the banquet here about four months
ago from
cele-!
Huntington. W. Va., where he had
and "Bobbie" Hums' birthday
.brat Ion which will ta'xe place at the.heen a deputy sheriff for the past
Elks' opera house on Thursday night egiit years. The remains will he
will place Kave their names and ad- - shipped to Pittsburg. Pa., accompan- dresses with R. Hadden In the Cora- - led by the wife, where they will be
J
'
Interred In the family burial plot.
nierclal club building.
Hetrfiise

ho loved

the rl!nl

his

As though by concert and at about Special to The Evening Citizen.
the pitch of voice of one very much
Gallup. N. M Jan. 22. The cross
offended, the coal dealers of the city country touring car, "Heo Mountain
today branded as a canard the story eer," which 'has been rescued from
circulated In a morning paper to the the quicksands of the Hlo Puerco. and
effect that they were In "cahoots" in now lying at Adamona, Ariz.,
with the Santa Fe railway in a scheme-t- awaiting repairs to arrive, Is the first
make the consumers pay a higher touring car to attempt to make a loun 1
price fur coal than formerly.
trip from ocean to ocean and return.
horse-powe- r
The story referred to whs an InterIt is a sixteen
car
view wit'h a man who said that he driven by Percy F. Megargel and
knew all about the business, but de- vid Fassett. They left New York im
sired his name withheld from public August 19, urns. Westward to Wyocriticism, and as far as can be learn- ming i he Journeying was under exceled was a great Injustice to the UkI lent conditions, and l'n miles a day
merchants, who have already ex- was easily covered. From Wyoming
plained in Tho Kvening Citizen the west, through the red desert aud the
reason for the raise In the price cf ni.uniliiliis, much trouble was experidomestic coal of fifty cents per ton. enced sand, floods, gales and steep
which went into effect on December grades and cover roads wlch were
13 Inst.
little better than a trail. All of
In referring to the story this mornthe drivers much Inconvening, one of the dealers said: "Thai ience and was a severe test to the enfellow is full of prunes." while the durance of the car. Through part,
oilier said: "He is clear off his Idaho and Oregon the roads were
bise; he doesn't know what he Is good nnd tiny arrived at Portland.
talking about."
Ore., op November 10.
According to the coal men. this
From there they went lo Sn Fran-- ,
o
raise was made for the benefit of th"
nnd started on the relurn trip
consumers. When coal first became over the Santa Fe trail route. At
scarce, the local dealers discovered Cajon Pass the car skidded on the

Neil

RAILROAD

10

AVENUE
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t.ie "Hoosier" state.
Mr. Hearrtip addressed the convention
hose delegates represented
a
half million miners. In his hteetry
manner Uncle Johnny set forth the
advantages to be derived from
trading, and In the course of
his remarks, explained how the miners of the I'nlted States could purchase woolc'n goods from the factory
here by entering into the
plan at a reduction of 50 per rent on 2
prici s paid through the ordinary channels. This, ho M)lnted out, was the
result of buying directly from the factory whereby the profits of tho middle man was saved, not lo say the
cost of hiring traveling men to place
the goods on the nufrket.
The convention was deeply impressed with the plan of Mr. llenrrup. A
committee wjis appointed to confer
with him relative to his proposition
to furnish woollen goods al a reducsandy road and rolled completely tion of lit) per cent from the nv.irket
over, without material damage to car prices, and report their findings back
or passengers. Passing over the des- to the convention. It Is understood
ert they encountered a fierce sand that the report of the committee was
storm and In the San Francisco nieun-'ain- favorable toward accepting the plan
niur Fiaastaff, Ariz., the daring of Mr. Hearrup, and that the delegatravelers nearly perished in a terri- tion was authorized to present the
ble storm, being without food or gaso- same before their res;n othe unions.
There Is small probability but what
line for thirty-sihours.
mnjorlty of the locals will likewise
A week UK" Sunday they left
Ariz. A few hours later they lake favorable action, aad that an exrin into the quicksands of the Rio ecutive committee will be selected to
Puerco and n'irly losf their car. confer wit h Presldi nt Hearrup at a
wlilch is new in need of repairs on future date, empowered to purchase
account of the rough usage H his re- stock for each, union.
The future of the local woolen mill
ceived.
If the ear lai i ii'.npli.--hethe feat of never looked brighter tnan at present,
making the return to New York It 'as with, the half million minors n
wi'l demonstrate the durabllltv of the patrons of the factory, together with
as
ninny more farmers 'who have al- - J
automobile as a cross count rv
i retidv
assumed a tritsfeeuhin- tht. de
hide.
As soon as ine repairs arrive they mand for material will be so great as r
will continue their journey, making to necessitate the erection of a new
this town probably the next day and nnd modern factory and the employ- o
ment of a force of employes which T,
Albuquerque a few days later.
will materially increase the commer- v
cial Importance of this city.
DECATUR MAN HAS BFEN
In explaining what he intends
to
ARRESTED IN THIS fITY profit by t n plan personally, Mr. Gear
rup says that as general manager of
the plant he will receive a salary of
ALLEGED BY FORT COLLINS AU- ll.Suo a year, an dthat he will be en
THORITIES
THAT
PRISONER titled to more stock than the members
TOOK ANOTHER'S MONEY.
who do not devote their time to the
enterprise.
C.
whose rigt name is
The following letter has been reClareuce Drake, is under arrest In this ceived
by The Evening Citizen from
city at the request of tho authorities
in Fort Collins, Colo., who allege that J. II. Hearrup, Indianapolis:
now
quite probable thai
Drake secured money there under raise the"It miners seems
will take similar action
pretenses.
Drake has been running with, and
the Farmers'
a penny
photograph gallery In the union, and that Oiey w'l'1
will make It pos
Harm It building here for some time. I sible
for our company to ereot almost
and according to his
reports, has at once
a million doilar plant.
been .making from 1(1 fo $25 a day.
It be possible that AlbuquerDrake has living with him one Pearl que"Can
thinks that I wil; so far abuse ttia
Porter, who claims to be his wife.
placed in my hands as to
A communication from William Rich-art- . trust that Is
this plant in Albuquerque. In
marshal at Fort Collins to Chief, locate
place of others that are offering our
of Police Thomas Mc.Mlllln of this company
Inducements, Just because It
city, will explain Drake's wrong-doing- s
Is my home? Mv first, last and all
In that Colorado town, and at the
time regard, shall be fo safeguard
same time throw a Utile light on the the
cur many stix-- holders' Interests.
character of the Porter woman.
"Alhuquerquo will probably 'have
The ronimunlcatlc.ii slatea
that
under equal circumstances,
Drake lived In Fort Collins about three preference
months with a woman v, .torn he Intro- but it remains for her to take the
Initiative in this matter."
duced as 'his wife, but who was in
Pearl
who likewise
claimed lo be Drake's wife. Her EPIDEMIC OF WHOOPmaiden name was Pearl Porter. Drake,
ING COUGH INCREASING
the communication states, has a wife
living in Decatur. III.
The epidemic of whooping cough,
Marshal Rioharl
that Drake
has been raging in Silver City
"goim-Mto a photographer mimed which enj-lin the fall, si ems to be
H. C. Hradley, who was installing a since
heating plant. Drake received the job, on the Increase Instead of diminishand new victims are claimand ordered the material from a Den- ing in size, daily,
says the Knterprise.
ver concern, amounting to $121.61. ed almost
Among those who have had It are a
The Denver contern held Hradley
for the material, but Drake number of adults, whom it has not
with undue gentlenss because
asked the photographer to make out treated
stronge oversight In their
the Checks to hill) as he expected of thistraining.
Silver City these dayn
other similar Jobs, and wanted to make early
s
regular Indian
himself in good standing with the com- resounds with
as some child or "grown-up,- "
mercial community. A duck for $."iM pays
tribute to fhls pleblan disease,
was accordingly
handed to Drake,
which he turned over to those en- which demands recognition of every
or later in life. The distitled to It all light. When another one sooner
bill came from the Denver concern ease Is not dangerous, except with the
two of wnom It
Drake made a similar request about very young, but with
fatal In Silver City thifl
the check. Mr. Hradley wrote one for has
$:!71.til with the endorsement that it winter, the Kelly baby having died
was payable to the concern for ma- from exhaustion superinduced by the
teria purchased, it Is claimed that strain of coughing.
Drake took the check fj the bank,
COME TO THE BASKET BALL
erased the endorsement secured the
UNIVER-SITGAME BETWEEN THE
cash and skipped out.
AND
THE AGRICULTURAL
A Docatnr paper, in cuTnmcntiag on
AT THE CASINO FRICOLLEGE.
the case, states that
lnle In Fort DAY NIGHT.
Collins the l"orter woman dropped information which reunited in anot'uer
Mrs. Drake coming to I'ort Collins,
but after Drake and the lNuter woman 'had "flew the coop" The Decatur paper explains, howi vcr, that the
Mrs. Drake of that plan- denies having been in Fort Collin- - or of caring
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
what has become of Drn!
Chief McMlllin this iooinih
i
Ived the following
from
the sheriff t Fort Collin"Hold: will start at mice with the
proper papers. J. M MoCrcery."

Mlhert Faher
Carpets

I Furniture,

and Draperies

Y. Maynatfd

"IP?

e!.-c-

that the operators were sending their
output to a mure profitable market
than Alhiiqmrque. California
anil
other ibalers west were paying the
operator move money for coal than
'.'ere. and naturally the c:al operators
were sending their coal where it would
bring the most money. To meet this
competition the local dealers had to
meet tho competing prices, which was
equal to the firty cent raise, the coal
deab rs not curing to stand the raise
themselves, put It on the consumers.
The railroads had nothing to do with
the raise. They are getilng the same
freight, rate as formerly, and are only
to blame f ir not delivci inirs cars
loaded at the mines more promptly.
An example of this slow delivery has
been experienced by the local dealers in the past few days. TIio Ccr- rnpos yares todav received one car
of Gallup coal billed on the 17th. last
Wednesday, and the Claikvllle yards
received only today two cars that were
billed from Gallup on the same date
These three cars are the domestic
coal supply of the city today, and It
falls very short of the demand, and
wlt'li the Increasing cold weather the
situation seems quite serious.

ut

CARRIS GOT TEN DAYS
FOR ASSAULTING NEGRO
TROUBLE THAT STARTED IN
BARBER SHOP ENDED
jt
POLICE

A

IN

COURT.

Joseph Carrls and Joe Mitchell be
came involved in a controversy yes
terday in a North Third street barber
shop which culminated In Carris taking
a rew punches
at Mitchell's mug.
Mitchell took exception to the assault
and caused the nrrest of his assail
ant.
In Kl!ce court this morning Carris
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
pay a fine of $10 or epend ten day
on the streets.
Carris was shy the
necessary change, and hence joined
gang.
the chain

as-say- er

Dead-woo-

II. I!eairiii, of this city, president!
of the Klo Grande Woolen Mill com-pany, who went to IndlanaiKills, Ind.,
a few days ago to address the conventions of miners In session there, has,
according to iufo"niation received in
this city, met with much success In
1.

JEWELE

s

AND

ENGRAVER

Hoi-broo-

G
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FURNITURES

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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MISSION
l.afst

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Regular meeting of Cottonwood
Grove No.
will be held tomorrow
afternoon at .':3n o'clock in Gild Fellows' hall.
1!

-

O

The regular meeting of iho Woman's
Heller Corps will be held In Hod
Men's hall Tuesday afternoon, January 2H. at 2: So o'clock.
The Catholic Ladles' Aid society
m meet at Hie rtKidenee of Mrs.
M. K. Cat lin, r.Ol Sout h Fourth street,
January 2;!, at 2 o'clock p. in.
r
The 'ladles
rlie Presbyterian
church will hold their regular monthly
tea Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Frank Ackerman, on West Hall-roaavenue.
d

D

The Indies Aid Society of the Congregational church will hold a bual
ness meeting at the residence of Mrs.
A. Hordern. 21!) North
Fifth street,
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
All members are urged to bo present.
O
The anniversary of the birth of
Hubert Hums will be celebrated by a
banquet in F.Iks' hall Thursday evening, next. The L'lU' orchestra has
been engaged for the occasion. Ir.
lonu F. I'curce will act as toaat mas-

e-- h

ter.

--O

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
It.ick-.- .
Library and . arlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cab- Hi't T-Inett and Rockers.

The McBrian Furniture Co,

Things Necessary

The
lo

drug store. are experience, energy, accuracy,
and cash. "We've got 'em.''

Insure a good

ulatlon to sustain

rep- -

'HRIGGS
1. ri.PROP'S.
COMPANY
ALVAKADO PltAftMACY
'

First St. auu Gold Ave.

'

Both Phone

We curry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.
.HOUSE WIRING

A

SPECIALTY.

Electric, Gas & Combination
Fixtures

Southwestern
Electric &
I0H.-P- .

G. E.

.

Construction

Induction Motor

Go.

216 South Second Street.
Agent

ie iicral Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

THE

NEW
ANTONIO

mm
Special Sale

YORK

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Prop,

ARMIJO,

GROWN

Every Saturday.

121 N.

Third Street.

000C

Foundry and

Albuquerque

FAIR

c

PURE CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

O00X0e00000

Machine Works

f.

m. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care;
haftUn.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining and Mill Maohlnmry a Bpaelalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
AJboqierqne, M. M.

re-c-

mo-sa-

Hegular meeting of iho Fraternal
Brotherhood this evening at 8 o'clock
harp. All members aud visiting members earnestly requested to lx- - present, as matters of importance are to
come before the lodge.
l!y order of
the president. Mamie Donnelly, s.
rciarv.
,
The regular Tuesday evening meeting of the socialist local In the woman's club rooms, Commercial club
building, will be devoted to a
of the bloody Sunday at
St. Petersburg, just one year ago. A
laree attendance Is expected and everybody is welcome.
--

Wednesday evening at .'i. Kubhl
Jacob Kaplan will offer two courses of
iiidy in the vestry rooms of Temple
Albert, corner of Seventh street and
West Gold avenue. First "Kthlcsand
Compri
"A
Second
Monism."
Study of the Bible." These courses
are open and free to everybody. Tboee
wishiug to join on'o er both coursrt
t
Wednesday evening at
must
7:30 o'clock.
hen-siv-

e

BREAD
MAKER

COMPLETED

EL PASO HARVEY

I

:

oooooooooo oooooooooo

Regular meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood thin evening at g p. m.,
sharp. All members and visiting
members earnestly requested to be
present.
Matters of Importance to
come before the lodge, ily order of
the president, Mamie Donnally, secre ARRANGEMENTS
tary.
FOR
i

.

M.

Designs Just Received, from

y

!
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HOUSE

PELLOW, FORMERLY OF THIS
CITY, SELECTED AS MANAGER
OF NEW HOUSE.

John Stein and Hon Man.'er, superintendents for th,. Han.', system of
railroad eating houses, and F. K.
Hueke and Hermau Siter, of the
Harvey curio depart
returned
this morning from Kl Paso, where
i hey
made complete arrangements for
the opening of a Harvey hotel In the
new Kl Paso union d. im.i. H. K.
,
recently of Trinidad, hut quite,
well known here as manager if the
llttb- - red eating house which was displaced ,y the Alvarado has been selected as manager of tie- bouse, and
Is now at the Pass City p itting
the
plana of the company int.) i ffect. Harvey's concessions Inclu.l- - the curio
and news dejkartments a.-- well as the.
note! and lunch counter privileges. The
new hotel will be opened as soon as
t fan b
equipiied.

CLEANING

THE CELKBRATED

V

Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-iiiK uud ribippini;, unpacking and w
settiut; up, and a no upstart at 0
lie business. There Is no oth-or just Thornton.
That's all. Q
Both 'phones.
4

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

0

$

JEMEZ HOT

7 Tie hands do

SPRINGS

Bottled in Bond.

STAGE LINE

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Carries the United States mail;
ouly line ilti a change of stock ea
route; pood rixs. horses and drivers;
rl leave-- , Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. in. For
pamlctilH-rsaddress W. L. Trimble
Co., asmitH, Albmiueniiie, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

not touch the

douph.

no-nt-

CARPET

JHORNTON Iho Claaner

I

mixes and Lneads
tread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

R. E.

STEAM

Distiller.
FRANKTORT,

KTT.

,

Pel-low-

MEUNI & EAKIN
Bole

HOOLIGAN'S

Agent.

Albuquerque, N. M.

TROUBLES.

Automatic Phone,

199.

-

fubsrrlbo for The nwen and
cr.-.

f

--

Oue ol tb ninest an. In st musical
coliii ilies
the day is 'Hooll- s Trouble)." which appear
here,
John K. Dooley, clerk in the office
!ean Tuesday, Jan. :.':!, at the K!ks
"Hooligan's Ti ouiili-sis iu its of tho New York Life Insurance comfourth season and is built upon the pany, left last night on No. 8 for
humorous catastrophes of oiiu ituoii-Ka- u Tucson, ArU., In reponsa.to a ntes-- .
who bus been made famous by sage received yesterday atattuj . UuU
bla antics in tho New York mid Chi 4hlg brother was seriously 111 in that
I

I

get

FCl

Albuquerque
Hardware '
Company
cr and
r- -i
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WILL SULTAN MAKE THE
RAILROAD GO TO MAHOMET?

MONDAY. JANUARY 22, 1906.

ALWAYS ASK FOR
"OSTETTER'S"

RtPORT Ot THE CONDITION OP

find you get the safest and most
nniedv ever i oinponnd ! for
the ailments of the Stomach. Liver
and Bowelt. and is one that is backed
ly a phenomenal record of cures.

Ufie BANK. 0 COMMEEOE
Albuquerque New Mexico

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

of Business December 30th, 1005
(January lat. 1906, belnv a Holiday)

At Close

makes the entire system stron and
and thus cures Indigestion,
Dyspepsia. Costiveness. Heartburn,
Female Ills. Colds and Grippe. Try

RtSOURClS:

he-alt-

I:

-

IIABIIITIIS:

Loan and Uucounta

t

Ral Estate

It.

911.710
21.800
5.000
302,666

Furniture and Fixture
Due from Other Banka...
Caith on Hand

..

20
00
00
70

Capital Stock Faid in
BurvhiR and Profit
Depostta

l

.

liiO.OOoX
48.5.18

J.218.787

..

'A
1

M.3T.9 58

SPORTING...

tl. 417.325

11.417.325 48

H

...BREVITIES
Olliters and Directors:
"Tlj)" O'Neill, once the leading Iranian of the country, is running a hotel
In Canada.

A.

iricitte enjhe line

Solomon Luna, fretiident
w. J. Johnson.

I

Mecca.
the sheriffs of .Mecca, however. Is miles
obliged to liivel by land. The journey
m,ver
,,.amL.
rl,Bllmli(.(,
Th.
takes two months, the convoy travel-- ( m.lkp tht j,n(, pay Th(,re ari,
K)rt
ing on camels. They are frequently t iinliHl. and branches will le built
attacked by Irreligious Arabian tribesKllHfrl in the Meditten anean and
men, and sand stonns hamper them. Akal)a on lllp R(.d ,,, mar the outlet
The whole line from Damascus to fo the Suez canal, to encourage freight
Meca will measure 1,100 miles. The! traffic. Already Great Britain Is
now finished runs through the ginning to be frightened at the pro- Holv I .and to Maan. near Mount Slnal.l posed branch to Akaba, and the Brit- Tho section on Which the engineers - Isli ambassador at Constantinople may
are now working in a aesuuury mui i nir uneanu uiim uib ouiiaii
Ion extends to Medina. When that is not to interfere wltn me sue nion- finished It will be a stretch of ZOU.opoiy.

Aaafctant Cashier
A. M. Bi.ackwkll

Cburoi Arnot
' McIntobh

J.

C.

Baldridob

O. E. Cbomwim.

The manager who is going to land
the pennant has already reported for
duty at the newspaper offices In thirty- two different towns In four of the note
worthy leagues.

t
1301

t..

1902

1303....
1904

1905
1908

4M.1UC24
543.229 09
709.288 20
862,729 42
1,000.882 09
968.SS5 SI
1.218.T873

Having ample resources, conservative management, and a representative board of directors, and
being equipped in unexcelled facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking, THE BANK OF COMMERCE solicits the accounts of corporations, firms and individuals, as well as
out or town banks, promising the utmost liberality of treatment consistent
with prudential business
methods. Correspondence is Invited.

ball
Charley Dexter, the
player, will follow the lead of Jimmy
s
Callahan anil manage a
sional team in Chicago. He is nego
tiating for a park and is signing play- old-tim- e

semi-profe-

erg.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

be-pa- rt

,

January.
January.
January,
January,
January.
January.
January.

An Increase in Deposits from 1896
to Date of 812 per cent

"Lave Cross now admits that his ambition is to own a minor league fran- liise. He must be ageing faster than
his friends have been willing to admit.

3J

an-nu-

8tricki.e.

Vice President and Cannier

Rube Waddell, who Is under the care
Is said to
of a Philadelphia
be Improving. Hut how Is the specialist making It?

ABDUL HAMID'S SCHEME LIKELY
TO FAIL FOR WANT OF MONEY.
GREAT BRITAIN FEARS COMPETITION WITH SUEZ MONOPOLY.
22
Abdul
.Ian.
Constantinople.
llamld's plans for the construction of
a railway from Damascus to Mecca,
for the use of the faithful on their
pllgrimaiie tr the tomb of Mahomet, are tangled for want of money.
About $7.5t'0.iNM) has been spent In the
past four years In building 32t milea
of line and' it will require over $2n.orm.-OO- t
to continue the railway to Mecca.
It may become necessary for Abdul
Hamid to ro down into his own pocket
to keep work going.
There Is no necessity for the line.
because the few Mohammedans make
the journey to Mecca overland. Most
of the faithful so by boat through the
Sues canal and down the Red sea to
Jidda on the coast, and then travel Inmiles to Mecca.
land aliout seventy-fivThe sacred caravan, whic!l bears
the sultan's annual religious gift to

W. S.

Sljlementjiis to Deposits:

Hugh Jennings ha a notion that
lmiega Brooklyn finishes in the first
division this year that town will turn- ,e out or tne ;sanonai league ana
Baltimore will succeed It

B.SfhG.sptem

(Small Holding Claim No. 669.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

MOST ANYTHING

Dec. 28, 1905.

A WORD

...SANTA rTBRANCII...

Notice is hereby given that the folloclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia,
for the Small Holding Claim No. 669.
In Sees. 24, 25 and 26, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following wltuesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tractj for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshinp; viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; Sll
verlo Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity, at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of tnat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO. Register.
wing-named

FROM JOSH WISE.

Yale Is talking of abolishing the
professional coach, which may be the
Effective Dec.mbSr J0,X905
has been on the stage only
Eli way of saying they will havfc a a "Ranter
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discuss
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time
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Antonito
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know
"Roosevelt
doesn't
Fe, addressed a letter a few days ago of races on
Island sound next earth," howls an eastern congressman.
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to Chairman E. L. Hamilton, of the October.
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If the rest of us could only feel that
committee on territories of the house
a
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Tom O'Rourke expects to land Bat
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Rogers gets It both ways. When
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when
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zona received.
"Except what?" asked the
A. S. BARNEY, Gen. Man.
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president.
"I appreciate the force of
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Ryan and Hart have decided to give ' "Except stealing."
stutement and the feeling among your
The mauager of the Washington
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stage,
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the
effect
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the
people which prompts your
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whore you
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k.i value rooflvil for every
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are Just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them to oi
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL

i

"ReBlo?gP0a3"

LAUNDRY CO

PRATT &ICO.

ADMINISTRATOR'S

A)

Fireman F. (!. Pholey had a very
narrow escape In Barstow the other
morning. As it. was his hands were
very bjidly burned. He was ready to
leave liustow on the local freight,
which
runs between Burstow and
Needles. When he discovered the
fire was out on the engine, he poured
a little oil on a piece of waste and
lightei L and tossed it into the fire
liox. As the oil had been collecting
in the Ore box it ignited, causing au
e plosion which burned
his hands
very badly.

J.R. Farwell, who

Is to be chief

FRANCISCO

ptOO0000CX)C0C

Y

creamery Dutter
Earth.

Illllsboro

Orders Solicited.

Best

I

teuni see to It that their "qulpment ia
In keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out haraeas
which bears critical inspection from
any viewpoint strcnglh, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

on

Free Delivery.

214 South Second

Street.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Secretary Mutual Building Asiocia-- !
tion. Office at t. C Baldrldge's Lum-- j
ber yard.

OTERO.

ron

o

or ao

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
nral Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

G

215-21-

the Albuquerque division of
the Order of Railway Conductors and
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, in
ORDINANCE No. 339.
main driving rods while the engine a conference to be held January 29.
FREF. tNTESTAINMENT AT
between these orders and the officers' A1 ordinance amending Ordinance
was in motion.
RAILROAD READING ROOM
of t'lie Santa Fe, at which time a scale'
...);
or prices will be submitted by the
K. O. Locks, chief clerk of the en(.,mm.n
it ordaIlK.,, b thfi
,
was tiers, and other matters of import-C. VY. I'arkluirsi, of the Purkhurst-Davis- , gineer corps at the Belen cut-ofof fh(. clty ))f Allm(UH.(l(1 New
in the city Saturday night attending ance between employer and employe;
Mt'ieunt lie company, of
Mexico
Kan., arrived in the city this the performance of Murray and Mack. will be taken up and discussed.
Section 1. That Section 11 of said
morning trimi San Marclul, acconi- - He returned on No. 9.
Ordinance No. 32ti be stricken out and
panied liy a concert company of To-i in
lieu thereof the following inserted:
H. A. Ellzbeek, a Santa Fe conducpeka ladies, who are giving free enter-- ;
j
Sec. 2. That, the salary of the City
tainments at reading rooms along the tor from Fort Madison, Iowa, who has
'Scavenger shall be tho amount col
Santa Ke. In speaking of the com-- . been visiting friends In this city the
lect d by the said City Scavenger
pany and Its work, Mr. Parkhurst said' ast few days, ha gone to California
from the citizens for doing said scavthis morning that they had so far had for a few week's visit prior to his reenger work: and the amount collected
a very pluant trip, leaving Topeka a turn to Fort Madison.
shall be paid by the said City Scavago
City.;
Dodge.
stopping
at
week
and
enger Into the Treasury of t'hc said
twenty-sevelesterday
Iji Junta, Haton, La Vegas and San
cars of
City, to the credit of the Garbage
Marclul. They were greeted at San grading material, which were4n tine at
Fund, and the said City Scavenger
cut-ofthe
Belen
by
shipped
were
very
the
by
large
night
a
Marclal last
and
shall receive his salary from such
Bros.
Crrant
company
Construction
appreciative audience, and received
fund, and no other.
at 'the' from that place to Salome, on the new
most hospitable treatment
Sec. 3. The City Scavenger may
cut-of- f
Wickenburg
Fe.
of
the
Santa
hands of the San Marclal people. Tnei
contract for the removal of garbage,
at!
entertain ment to be given tonight
and other substances, from private
District. Attorney F. W. Clancy has
the local reading rooms w ill consist gone
premises to the city dumping
Washington,
to
D.
C,
where he
of vocal, piano and violin inuMc. Those
but in the absence of a contract tne
argue
will
a
against
suit
the Santa
who compose the company are Mr.;
City Scavenger shall not be permitted
company,
Fe
Railroad
brought
by
Parkhurst, Mrs. Parkhurst, Mrs V. H.
to charge in excess of ten cent per
Foster, Mrs. K. S. Thomas. Mrs. I,. S.j Grant county, in which the cause, one
week for removing said garbage and
for
fhe
of
collection
taxes, has been
Ferry, Miss (. Tracy and Miss N.
substances. For the removal and
other
supreme
assealed
to
the
court.
Leseher.
of dead nnimals, the said
distruciion
From here the company continues!
SHE WAS WRINGING HER HANDS. City Scavenger shall charge not to
H.
C.
loGlover,
a machinist 'at the
west, stopping at Win Alow. Needles.
exceed five dollars for a horse, cow,
San Bernardino, San Francisco and cal Santa Fe shops, who lives at 705
mule or burro, and not to exceed fifty
Soothing
Comforting.
and
South
Third street, was taken to the
Iaih Angeles.
The soothing nnd comforting effects cents for the removal and destruction
Santa
hospital yesterday,
DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve, whet, of smaller animals. And in removing
where he was operated on for appen- of
RAILROADERS
WANT MURTLE
applied to Piles, cuts, loils, etc., sub- the contents of cess pools and privy
dicitis,
Is
and
reported being in an ex- dues pain almost instantly. This Salve vaults,
FOR TEXAS LEGISLATURE.
the .scavenger
not
suall
Members of the different railroad cellent condition today, the operation drawR out the Inflammation, reduces charge to exceed two dollars per barhaving
been successful.
organizations centering at F.l Paso
swelling
rel
or to exceed ten dollars per load.
and acts as a rubefacient,
v
have decided to run one i;f iHr numcirculating the blood through the
Duly passed this 1Mth day of Jan
Mrs. A. M. Webster, wife of a clerk thua
ber for the Texas legislature in fill
uary,
diseased
parts,
permitting or aldln
19U0.
the unexpired term of A. L. Sharpe, in the Santa Fe stores department, ac- Nature to permanently
Approved :
FRANK McKEE.
remove the
recently appointed collector of cus- companied by Mr. Webster's sister, trouble entirely. Sold by all drug
Mayor.
Attest:
toms at El Paso port. They have se- have gone to San Bernardino, Cal., to gists.
HARRY
LICE. City Clerk.
lected as their candidate Hoi. Muitle, make their future home. Mr. Wnhster
who is, win'.oui doubt, the innM pop- will remain here until the local store
Mr. keeper's department is moved to San
ular ruii'cad inun in that city.
Murtle has consented to run and will Bernarlino. which will be about the
receive the unanimous support of all middle of February.
Finest Whiskies;,!
tho r. i!ror, men in El Paso, and also
Frederick Kress, aged HI. wao has
that of u large acquaintance outside
of railroad circles. He ia a man of been in rhe employ of the Santa Fe
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0
unusual executive ability and has giv- - at Needles, Cal., as call boy, died Iu 0 JOSEPH
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
n satisfaction for several years to Grants, N. M.. Saturday, while
en
route to his home at Appleton, Wis.
both the railroads and the brotherSAMPLE A ND
The
body
was
West Railroad Avenue
brought to this city
hoods as chairman of the local grievCLUB ROOMS
and
ance committee.
taken in charge by O. W.
v- -.
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Third and Marquette

Both Phones

vSBl

JOHNSON

A. D.

General Contractor

MCKOBY

J. Kurber&Co.
WHOLESALE
mnd RETAIL
Albuquerque.

Automatic

'Phone,

OPEN PLUMBING, BUT
tight Joints Our modern method of
sanitary plumbing la seemly clean,
ami the piping Is easily' gotten
at
when there's the mlhtest difficulty,
whieh seldom occurs, for the plumbing
Is "opeu" while the Joints are tight.
If you have a thought of plumbing,
think of us.

Colorado

308.
Red 131.

& co- -

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 635. Offlce,
West Gold Avenue.

208

0. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATB

j

INSURANCE.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

NOTARY PTTBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
C)COC)OCX5CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Colorado phone 284.

WE GIVE

You best satisfaction

ln

Auto phone 671.

mill

OUR,..

MILL

KXXDOOOOOOOCOXXDOOOOOCXXXX5

xxxxxxxxxxxdoooocccocxxx:
American Block

Currlllou

$6.00 Per
.

COKE

MILL

Ton
WOOD

KINDLING

i

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
is not as good us a prescription from your doctor. but it ia prepared
with as aiuch care, and Is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougn
SyVup we know of.

The
117

WEST

William-RAILROAD

;

Drug Co.
Both 'Phones.

AVENUE.

W.H.Halin&Co

20

BOTH 'PHONES
aKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

VETERAN HAD TO
HAVE LEG AMPUTATED.
Chaffee, of Las Cruces.
who was taken down to lintel Dieu
a couple of weeks ago for treatment
for a broken leg, had to have the
limb amputated on Wednesday. LatK. A.

say he Is getting along
operation, under the cona dangerous one and
proved fatal.
a
T. W. Seeiy. of the Lain
Const ruction company, at Helen, was
in the city ovi r Sunday.

est reports
nicely. The
ditions, was
might have

I'lirccll, an employe of the
railroad at Santa Ke. wa
the city today from the Capital

I. K

Snta
in

Ke

City.
H

S.

Lilt., formerly siation at;ent

at thi place, hut now of Santa Fe,
was in ihe city over Sunday, return-luto Santa Ke last night.

P. Ripley, trainmaster for the
Ke, with headquarters
at San
Marcial, arrived in the city Friday,
and will remain until tomorrow, when
tie returns to San Marclal.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santo

re

Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N.I., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points eat to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

K.

Santa

chief electrical enK. R. Frost,
gineer for the Santa Fe, was In the
city for several days on an Inspection
trip, leaving yesterday for a trip over
the coast lines.
a baggage
A. C Potter, formerly
a:ent for the Santa Ke, accompanied by hit. wife has gone to Ienver
where he wtll engage In the mercantll
business.
Peter P.0111. a freight engineer on
'he Rio C.riiuile division of the Santa
Fe, arrived in the city last tiUht from
the hospital at Las Vegas, where he
nas been since lMceiulier K. for the
treatment of liis right nand, which
as niaued while he was screwing
down the grease iips on one of the

O

Of LOW busiuehs and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80
t
streets, with alleys ,.'n feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahad treei; nubile school home, coatand
ing 116,000; cburchet.. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest
mercantile establishments m New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three noteli,
restaurants, etc. Belen "a the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat. wlne, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.
ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

The lota offered are in the cei ter of the city, well graded, (man, 0f them Improved
s
bakery, tailor innp. shoe bouse, jeweler, plumbing tboi. pltnlui mill,
We need a
by cultivation); no mud "i gr.nel
coal and wood yard, drug or, t,;men
s
tn0p. etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON ESV PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT'ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
first-clas-

nr?t-elas-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM.
BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

M.

aaaiaa.

xsjb

r

&

work.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

The St. Elmo

Judge

N. M.

Lead Avenue and First Street.

f,

m

OLD

House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills.
Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

n

i

CO.

OCXTXXXXXXXXXXyXXDCXCXXXDO

a,
Administrator of the estate of Marga-riti
Montoya de Armijo. deceased.
Old Albuquerque, New Mexico, Janu- Dealers In Groceries, Provision!. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
ary . 1908.
Fine line of Imported Wlnea, Liquor
and Clgara. Place your orders for
SPECIAL RATES TO COLORADO.
this line with as.
Western live stock show and Joint 213
7
NORTH THIRD STREET.
convention or the American Stock
Growers' association. National Live
M. DRAGOIE
Stock association and National Wool
Denver, Colo..
Growers' association,
Dealers In
January 29 and February 3, 19ml. Kor
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
the above occasion the Santa Fe will
sell excursion tickets to Denver, ColClgara and Tobacco, and
orado Springs and Pueblo and return Groceries,
all kinds of Freah Meat.
at the rate of one fare plus $2 for the 300 North
Broadway, Corner or Wash
T. K. PITRDY,
round trip.
lngton Avenue. ALBDQUERUE.N. M
Agent.
,

en-

Ray Montoya. a switchman In the
local Santa Fe yards, left last night
for Topeka. Kan., where he will

RAILROAD TOPIC'S

NOTICE.

ARMIJO

OOOOCXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXiOm
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make ln.it era match. If you're the
proud imssussor ,of a line horse or

and Fancy
groceries

Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, Francisco Armijo y Otero,
nas been duly appointed by the probate court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, as administrator of the estate of his deceased wife, Margarita
Montoya de Armijo.
All persons who
are Indebted to her said estate are
hereby notified to call upon the
and pay the same, and all
claims against said estate must be
presented to the undersigned within
the time required by law.

!

i
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FOUND AT

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped latindery a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they

IM,1,",.,r

t

m

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

to-wi-

yLb,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

1

'

.1

gineer of the Albuquerque Eastern,
In
with headquarters
this city, acU'uuld you like a bicycle?
companied by his wife, has returned
Let us get a carload while we are.iloui It.
from a visit to the Republic of Mexico,
We can take Uem frjtn Chicago 10 Omaha tor
It is o00 miles!
wns employed on the
As it Is only BOO miles to Denver, why not pay another ISO and take Mr. Farwell
Cananea, Yaqni & Pacific, as engineer,
them there';
but grew tired of living In suc'n a
Not so fast. THIS iioo inibu wilk-usyou f2r.li.
The Burlington railroad will lend y.iu a large vacant lot if you want to go "k)d forsaken country," as he expresses it, and returned to glorious
somewhere nnd kick yourself.
New Mexico, where he will reside in
the future..
Set,

Wholesale

c

amat the American
" r
and T. B. Catron In
'
""L
Established In 1882
wreck just west of Needles and is I,
'
county.
Just able to go hack to work. He ease nuniliered 0611. Bernalillo
Fm
G.
the 21st day of October. 104, for
takes the passenger run between on
Interesit Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Needles and Barstow that T. E. Gal- the sum of $8509.32, with
.las. lUekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
lagher had. Mr. Thompson iu thv old- thereon at the rate of ten per cent
noden's Uranlte Flout.
per
annum
suit.
costs
of
and
engineer
running out of Needles,
est
RAYNOLDS,
&
McMILLEN
counting seniority of service, having'
Attorneys for Gustav Becker.
StaplA
been running for the past twenty-tw- o
years.

w.Wr.lw20
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r.r'!i
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Grocers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

j
I

:

jKr..

1

Meat Market

old.

NOTICE OF SAL.
Miss Maud Craves, a slater of Mrs.
M
T
1
nM
win, or tne storekeeper
J. vu
N(ni,.,,
hereby gliven that the
"H rt!,1,rn?"
rronl undersigned will
c. GRANNIS. Proa
K
for sale and sell
a visit to Chicago, joining the Cns1er;a piblf. an(,tlonoffer
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. M
highest and
the
t9
m
iamily who lelt here last night for, ,,,,, blll(K,r for CAshi
thp ,lth (lay
San Hernanliuo where Mr. Custer and of r,,linlarVi mo.!. Rt the hour of 10
Albuquerque.
New
Mexico. H
,
mi,KP uieir nome in tne or.J()(.k ln n,p forenoon, nt the front
zxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
(
future. Mr. uster will return to
()f ,he IMM,toffloe in the City of
within a few days, and
No
Mexro tho fon,w.
PIONEER BAKERY
.
1.
11141
,
him.!
In
........
until ln BIIV rlx111 nenu-;,11Fifty
property,
.L.acriho.i
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
(liiarteis are entirety teuioved to that thousand shares of stock of the Ojo
(Successor to Balling Bros)
city.
de KspirHu Santo company, the par WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
per
value of which is one dollar
share
We desire patronage and we guar-- :
f(,r ,he l"',,',OBP ante? first class haklng.
8W stork u
.
1.
v..nU.y-,i;a'nr
U,'rK
by
satisfying Judgment recovered
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
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THIRD STREET

Jennie Duncan of

now 70 year

ti.

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

"a

M

Y.0,.'n,!

May Live 100 Yean.
chance,
for living a full ren
The
'"FT are excellent In the rase of Mrs

I

your money

J. D. EMMONS,
177. Auto phone,474
phone,
Colo,
West end of viaduct.
2d ST.
COK. COAL A V K.

I SdJn

was

and
S0

PAGE SEVEN.

Haynesvllle. Me.
She writer "Elec, All Kmcu of Fresh and Salt Meats.
w
'
trie nitterg cured my of chronic dy
Steam Aiuiini Ptorw
o
on ?h coast hum of
cf 20 yeara" stamllng. and
EMIS KLEINWORT,
strong
well
as
as
and
maOe me feel
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Several changes have, taken place young
cure
girl."
Electric Bitters
among the engineer on the run beStomach and I.lver Diseases, tllood rxxrxxxxx'rzxzxtxxxxxxixiix
tween Needles mid Sellgman. T. R. disorders,
Debility and bodily
LONDON
CLUB
LIVERY AND S
Oiiliauher, who formerly ran between weakness. General
Sold on a guarantee at all
that li.n and Ilnrstow, has gone on druggists. Price only 50c.
i
the earn end, taking F. V. Jackson's
3 Corner Second and Marquette. H
passenger run. These engineers were
York
New
rate,
state
At any
the
both made famous during the Scotty senate removed the. mystery as to
special run. .luckson has taken the
local, ii nil S. W. Thompson, formerly how and why Chauncey M. lepcw
M
was sent to the'United States senate.
there, has taken a freight engine.
o
3ll
ei

Rockers From

'

EVENING CIT1ZEN.

AtAiV JUEHOUE
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Secretary
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PAGE

EVENING CITIZEN
actors engaged were secured with the
understanding that they were special
wen ns stock actors, so
ly
nini me imiib next season will be
varied In the amusement offered.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Ilohannan, sick the past week with
pneumonia, Is reported no better to-

house, but their train did not reach
he city until 10 o'clock at night. Mi
Uetker went to Santa K to attend
the inaugural ceremonies of (iovernor
llagernian, while Miss Ix.rnmn lias
returned home.
il li typhoid
R. M. Apd;ira is 111
North
'fever at his home,
street.

LOCAL AND

'

DAY AND WEATHEl!.

j

Bosom's

ggG

FAREWELL to the
of these Shirts thisl
a handful
There are
if
to
partake of a real genuine bargain, bettervbuy

W1

book-keepe-

r

last

worth

at

and

each.

Green Tagged, SOc each
GREEN

j

the ghoiv

,

made

Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
tlio best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at

season.

of heavy underwear. We have
reductions,
if you take
would be
to buy for next

1

hed-roc-

F. F. TROTTER
South Second St.

120

BARGAINS

SO GET BUSY

SIMON STERN

are being constantly received, which

and

vantage

'

n,

New Goods

118

W1E

Her-nallll- o,

$1.65 to $4.00
$1.35 to $4.00
$1.00 to $2.50

Nos.

TAG

s

st liiHMTlal, i In1
esi ."h ii maUing, lose t'neir effectiveness If
lack til. The s'kip that, hurts or offends the r.ve never has
i s iuv .i !:iti looking, easy
shoos; just big enough In
Irirnd. Our
Result:
Comfort and
the rUl.; i!if r. snuK ri.oim.'i where necessary.
Gained ss long ni they last.
siioiiaking Is no distinctive that they
All the evidence of can-fil- l
win faviir at on''. an .1 errc won. (hey will soon prove their meritorious
qualities to you.
I

Men's Shoes, from
Women' Shoes, from
Shoes for Boys and Girls

I

-

FIT

I

i

Stiff- -

JUST ANOTHER WEEK OF

......

The

day,

J

$
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E INTEND TO BID
Frank Fester, the efficient
the Santa Fe at Gallup, is spending
Fair tonight and Tuesday; not so
one
the day In the city. He will return
week.
cold Tuesday and north tonight.
to Gallup tonight,
Wiant
only
you
left,
so
two fellows nuimd Wright ami Ight
R. S. Piatt, for years the efficient
nan a ngni,
and collector for J. U
About which could write bent, Tight
Hell & Co., is now at. Cananea, Mexor Wright,
CLIENE makes-- all
ico, having an Important position In
sizas-colo- red
early. MONARCH
And Tight soaked Wright with
the office of the C. C. C. Company.
his right, which was right,
$1.25
$1.75
Mr. and Mrs. M. P, Perry, who
For Wrlglu was too "tight" to
the
other
day
ttiey
that
write like Tight,
urer of Bernalillo county, and family would visit Iis Vegas, decided at the
And Tight got the best of the fight are spending the day at Bernalillo, eleventh hour
to remain In this city,
Wright.
with
county sea' of Sandoval county.
and have taken rooms on South Arno
Mrs. Neili It. Field and her friend. street.
Unlay
or tlua
Col. W. M. Greer left
Oi.r,i U'nnl nn to Sunlit
hn
Pueblo, Colo., whet
lie goetf- for a K(! y).K)t.riay niorning and are at- - j A birthday entertainment will
at toe residence of R. B. Harsch
brief business trip.
tending the Inaugural ceremonies or rneiu
on
South Broadway, this evening. It
Deputy I'liiteil Stales Marshal Fred Governor Hagerman today.
is understood that the entertainment
Fornoff Is attending to oltlcial busiA. W. Pollard, of Doming, passed Is being
ness nt I.us Vegas today.
up the road for Santa Fe yesterday ble age given In honor of the veneraof Mr. Harsch, several
Doctor W. (I. Radcliffe. of Helen, morning on official business.
Of
FINAL REDUCTIONS ON
who are Invited and will atwas n visitor In the metropolis yes- course, he is one from the southern
tend,
being
terday, returning home today.
to
figure
unable
out
how
Inaugural
cerecounties attending the
HEAVY UNDERWEAR
old Mr. Harsch really Is.
Mrs. J. L. Perea and Mrs. M. A. monies today.
The congregation
Yrasarrl relumed last night from
at yesterday's
Dr. W. S. Swope, a prominent phyMUST DISPOSE OF OUR IMMENSE
where they had been visiting sician of ueming, is among the Dom- morning service was treated to a surfor a few days.
ing people hobnobbbing with the ter- prise and a treat in the way of music.
STOCK
Kdmund Price, a well known busi- ritory's new governor.
Dr. Swope Mrs. Mills, a teacher of vocal music
ness man of Socorro, returned to that passed through the city this morning recently from Kansas City, sang
final
which
adcity Inst night after several days en route to the captital.
"Lead Kindly Light," in a most pleasof
economy
on
spent in the metropolis
business.
ing and artistic manner.
,
Col. Sellers, formerly of Farming-toC. C. Rhodes, special agent for the
The Colorado Telephone company on
past year a resident of
but
the
SI. Pqnl lire and Marine Insurance
city, received the other day a Saturday purchased the right of way
All fleece lined goods, worth up
company, Is In the city from head this
Wool ribbed, worth $3.50 suit,
barrel of pure apple cider from the through the pueblo of Isleta, for the
busito $1.00 eaoh,
ing
quarters in
transact
now,
famous apple growing section of San sum of $27.
ness.
45o
garment.
$2.50 suit
Arrangements are already
Iielng
Juan couniy. The boys of The Citizen
All
up
Colonel William Herger of Helen, ollice are thankful to the
wool
Underwear, worth
colonel for being made to build a new dormitory
Wool
$3
to
passed thtough the citv litis morning a few bottles.
ribbed,
worth $5 suit, now,
now
suit,
at the Albuquerque Indian school. The
en mute to Kstancla. where he will
$1.90 suit.
$3.50 suit.
H. B. Hening. city editor of the new building will ho located on the
appear as defendant in a land contest Morning Journal,
returned last night north of the main school houses and
case.
THE RAILROAD
from Springfield, III., where he went to make clear the site for It, three
Col and Mrs. John Hurradalle went several weeks ago on the-sasmall buildings are being moved. A.
AVENUE CLOTHIER.
to Santa Fe this morning to attend of accompanying the remains mission
blsjD. Johnson has secured the contract
the inaugural ceremonies and ball wife for burial. After the funeralof and
for moving these buildings.
being tendered Governor llagerman burial, Mr. Hening visited bis old
today.
in Missouri.
EVERYBODY CAN TALK
L. T. Delaney has filed his com-- '
George Oxendlne, well known In home
Notice to Stockholder,
E. M. Haccns,
of
mission as notary public in the pro-.mining circles here, has returned from the Albuquerqueformer'y proprietor
The annual meeting of the stock-bat- e
company,
GRATIS
ON
Transfer
'PHONE
court.
a visit to relatives jn North Carolina, went to Cerrillos this morning
j holders of the
Building
"
to conwnom he nail not seen in over thirty tinue
and Loan Association will be held
200 tons of mamoving
the
of
years.
company
Thursday
Telephone
BALL
BASKET
AT
Colorado
The
THE
evening,
CASINO
January
25, 1906.
chinery from the railroad to Golden,
Miss Ida Hall, of Macpherson, Kas., where Phillip Keck,
FRIDAY OF THIS WEEK THE at 8 o'clock, in the secretary' office,
that tomorrow, all day,' the
the mining man. announces
19,
Room
public
has arrived in Albuquerque and will Is developing the
of
Albuquerque
UNIVERSITY
VS.
be
allowed
will
AGRICUL-Grant
block,
THE
for the trans- !
placer fields. to use
remain for some time the guest of her Mr. Bacons also Golden
the long distance lines of the TURAL COLLEGE.
THE
BEST action of such business as may come
a
has
contract
for
brother, A. A. Hall, of the Western moving 100 tons of coal from Hagan company for nothing.
GAME OF THE SEASON
DON'T before said meeting.
Everybody is requested to try tho FORGET IT.
Office Supplies company.
II. II. TILTON,
to Golden.
new lines and call up their friends in
Doctor P. J. Patcbln, who arrived In
Secretary.
Sneak
of
thieves
the
offices
entered
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17, 1906.
the city some days ago from Nelson, Dr. J. W. Elder and Dr. McLandreBs Denver, Santa Fe, Das Vegas and inTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Neb., has rented offices In the Arm! Jo in
termediate points. It will not cost a
the Barnett building early Sunday cent.
Auction.
building and will commence the prac niorning.
Both places were ransackWednesday, Jan. 24, at 1:30 sharp,
A larger wire
is being installed WANTED Girl for general house-Sout- h
tice of medicine at once.
ed, but only a couple of dollars taken
409
West Slate avenue, I will sell the
work. Call at 507
Fourth
Mrs. Hallie Carrico, who has been and
Raton and Denver and until
that from Dr. Elder's sanctum. between
bran new furnishings of Mrs. F. Hlck- street.
In the city for some time past, the
it is completed, tho service to Denver
by
a
gained
was
opening
Entrance
man
s four room
Goods consist
guest of her sister-in-laMrs. G. E.
In the vestibule between the will not be as satisfactory as desired. FOR RbNT Two pleasant rooms for of range, kitchen house.
cabinet, dishes, uten-ligWilson, left last night for her home window
offices, climbing onto the roof and
two
housekeeping;
sleepalso
nice
sils,
you
exceptionlinoleum,
looking for some
$25 dining table, $50
Are
In Fort Worth, Texas.
opening windows in both offices.
nig ruums. aii mouern convcn - sideboard, leather bottom and hack
ally strong foot wear for your boy?
The Juvenile band being organized
Attorney
A. B. McMlllen went to We have a seamless shoe with Kanga517
lences.
Broadway.
dining
chairs,
beautiful leather rock
by Learnard & Llndemann Is waking Santa Fe this morning to be In the
fast progress and it is but a matter capital city In time to attend the roo Calf uppers, heavy double soles FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har- ers, $30 mission settee, $25 pair
tip,
long
$40
stand
which will
the ness. 408 Mountain road.
worth of Battenburg lace
of time till the Boys' band of Albu- hearing of the Hubbell cases, which and
curtains, couch, heater, brussells carhardest kind of wear and at the same
querque will be one of the city's chief will be
before
territorial
the
called
pets,
rugs,
pictures, renter tables,
neat.
Sizes
WANTED
fits well and looks
Secondhand
attractions.
supreme court tomorrow. Attorneys time
folding couch, etc. These goods are
13 to 2, $2.00; 2
C.
$2.25.
to
desk,
good condition.
Apin
Gustave Bolze, representing the W. B. Chllders
and E. W. Dobson, May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
absolutel ysanltary and have only
ply to J. E. Matthew.
Smith & Nixon Piano company, and
counsel for the Hubbclls, are avenue.
been in use a month. See goods Tuesone of the oldest traveling men, la other
up
already
gone
FOUND Small purse: owner can re- day before sale.
point of service, is in the city from yesterday.in Santa Fe, having
cover same by paying for this noSubscribe for I'be Citizen and get
H. S. KNIGHT.
Cincinnati, Ohio, headquarters,' Inter
tice. Apply to Gross, Kelly & Co. .
An impression is around the town the news.
Auctioneer.
viewing the music dealers.
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of today that "Hooligan" is in the city,
McMlllin
and
Chief
has
instructthat
Judge Abliott, of the district court,
accompanied by her guests, Misses ed his famous sleuth hounds to arrestn
tramp on sight The
o
Jones and Nichols, of Haverhill, Mass., the famous
investigated and
have gone to Santa Fe to be present was representative
informed by Manager Matson, of
at the inaugural ceremonies there to the Elks
opera house, that "Hooligan"
day.
"THE
BFST."
not be here until tomorrow (TuesdYesterday at noon the calm of the will
ay1)
night
will
the
Elks
He
be
at
was
an
alarm opera
broken by
Sabbath day
company of
of fire which turned out to be a chim- genuinehouse with soa superb
the people of Alartists,
ney In the Savoy restaurant burning
arrange
matters
out, thereby alarming the proprietor, buquerque should
who turned In an alarm. No material and attend the show.
While the last basket ball game at
damage was done.
the Casino was very close and excitJ. S. Tucker has returned to
?!
spending Sunday in this ing, the star game of the present bas
cHv with his family. Mr. Tucker has ket ball series will be the game to be
leased 71i acres of land befringing to played Friday between the teams of
F1
the TM.elic Indians near Algodones the University of New Mexico and the
Agricultural
at
College
Park.
Mesilla
iV.
In
v
on
the
wells
the
sink
land
ami
liea" fni ere for the purpose of putting This will be the only game with nn
team to bo played in Alttie 7m acres in cultivation by Irrigabuquerque this season, and as both
tor..
J. K. Sheridan, territorial coal mine teams are well up in basket ball pracinspector, arrived in the city last tice, ft will, no doubt, prove the most
night from the north and met his wife interesting of the season.
D. M. Nichols, representing
the
and daughter today, the latter coming
up from Silver city. Miss Sheridan Morris Bros. Machinery company, of
has been very III for some time past Denver, has arrived in the city from
3
and her parents are taking her to Thornton, where he has been looking
Colorado Springs, Colo., where she after the purchase and salo for his
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
company, of the Albemarle Mining
will be placed In a sanitarium.
plant
company's
place.
Mr.
at
that
presented
W. P. Albertson has been
with a cut glass water set by the Nichols will confer today with the
members of the Albuquerque Camp members and officers of the Mesa
No. 1, W. O. W., In appreciation of his Agricultural Park Driving association
401-40- 3
113 -- 115 -- 117 South
services as council commander, from In regard to seven large water tanks
which poslton he retired at the last the association is to Install at the
will In all probability
meeting. Mr. Albertson, foreman of park,
Wholesal
for
Mexico
the passenger car repairers for the be purchased from Mr. Nichols' comSanta Te in the local shops, is very pany.
lor
.Write
Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
I loud of the gift.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Jayne, accomThe largest stock west of Kansas City.
H.
son,
panied
by
W.
Jayne, Jr.,
their
Thomas T. Blukert, formerly a conductor on the Traction company's arrived in Albuquerque from Philastreet car line, has resigned and will delphia and will remain the rest of
engage in the real estate business in the winter for the benefit of their
The Santa Fe Railroad company
the near future. Ho is a young man son's health. Mr. Jayne is a member
who has mado many friends during of the wealthy Jayne family, manu- has surveyors at work near Selden,
his residence in this city and will no facturers of patent medicines, chief on the south end, locating a roadbed
among which is Jayne's Expectorant. around the washouts of last summer
e.
doubt make a success of his new
They stopped In Silver City en route at that point. The company will
Miss Jeanette Walton was accom- - to Albuquerque, and were to have change Its roadbed so as to avoid fupanted on her return from a visit to placed their son in the New Mexico ture trouble with high water.
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Helen Saturday night by Miss Anita Cottage Sanitarium there, but were
jiKJuuujoooooooooooocxxxxm
Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
carte,
a
la
proper
Service
to
find
unable
accommodations
Dorman, both
Becker and Miss
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
of the Bethlehem City.
They left so they came on to this city.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
OLD CLOTHING.
Beleu on a freight train at 5 o'clock
President W. P. Johnson of the
SEASON.
in the afternoon with hopes of reach-- ! American Lumber company, has anM. Langer,
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
Ing Albuquerque In time to attend the nounced that he will take over the
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
performance given by the Murray and active management of the plant and
Corner of Silver Avenue.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
Mack company, at the Elks opera dispense with the services of a manOCOOOOOCXDCOOOOCXDC)QOOCXXX)
ager, and as a consequence no one
will be appointed to fill the position
made vacant by the resignation of
Richard Jones, the former manager.
The mill has a sufficient quantity of
H
timber cut and on hand to keep it
running night and day for seeral
M
mouths, and this will be done. The
company has been successful from
HARDWARE
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
the start, and under the management
M
should
prove
of President Johnson
eveu more successful.
M
Col. W. H. Oreer, manager of Traction Park, states that he has engaged
asun
for his stock company next
some of the best talent obtainable in 5
the east. Stock actors, lint a, good
ones, are hard to gel, and much harder to hold, especially In tho west, but
Mr. Greer states that he has B:gned
up siuiie leading lights in the stock
o
acting line, and that the people of
selling
Albuiiueruno next season will see
some excellent talent. All wf the
1

yf

Horn, to Mr. ami Mrs. S. Knmero,
of 315 Railroad n venue, on Friday
iilKht. a hov weighing ten immiiiiIh.
Col. Jobii V. Carter, of the Sliver
City National hank, passed through
tn(, Ctv t f,f morning n route to
Kant, vn.
R. M. Turner, district attorney of
passenger
a
Grain county, was
through the city this morning, en
route to Santa Fe.
J. R. Arniijo, collector and treas-

L
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GEO. W. HICKOX & GO.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

ht

Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.

i

por-tierr-

Having purchased the swk and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
solicit your patronage.
In the above' business, we respectfully
We shall offer for sale for delivery Tebruary , two black walnut
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
new furnishings.

Call at the store and Inspect them.

,

South Second Street

The Arch Front

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

CiU-Ize-

Of

?OKtX0AsS
Money to Loan
DIAMONDS -

.OtOtOSO000v

cA

.rr

at'

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
WEST RAILROAD

114

Private

entrain-eyo-

side street.

Lumber,

AVENUE.

Sas; Doors'

First Street

Mail Orders Promptly. Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque,

'
Isf.

;

M.

RAILROAD AVE.

i

j

We Invite

New

North First Street
and Arizona.

lra

XXXXXXXXXXXX2.XXXXXXXXXXXX-XXXXX-

IDES

clXT o

C F. MYERS

Proprietors

Auto. Phone 185

The sale goes steadily on. We are clearing our shelves of all Winter
Goods. Ask to see our Suits at $10.50, $13,50 and $14.75

SPECIAL ON MEN'S SHOES

All Odd Pairs of Shoes in this Sale only $2.25, worth from
$3.00 to $4.00 per pair.

119

L WASHBURN CO.
E.
WET
GOLD AVENUE

J

WHERE TO DINE WELL
Santa F'e Restaurant

ven-ltur-

Diamond Palace

Diamonds, Wateflies, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Distributers

and-whic-

THE

EVERETT

WHITNEY COMPANY!

'

.Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

s

WORLD'S

fl

and villus; watches, rings and general jewelry stock,
barcnin rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES,

All siz'1

book-fteep-er-

5,

122 MOUTH MECONO STREET

CO.

WM. McINTOSH

Colo.Phone 197

buy your Heating Stoves,
AiOW IS THE TIME
them out at actual cost.

We are

s

Gut Flowers
no mistake
You will auk
by giving us a trial fur

Artistic Floral Work

IVES, rHe
319

rto'y

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

AND INSPECT the largest
CALL the
Southwest.

stock of Stoves and Ranges

M

H

215 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

M
M

